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Jurisdiction 
The Utah Supreme Court has jurisdiction over this appeal by 
virtue of the provisions of Utah Code Ann. § 78-2-2(3)(i) (1987). 
The subject matter, a claim for breach of a life insurance 
contract, is not one over which the Utah Court of Appeals has 
original appellate jurisdiction. 
Issues 
The sole issue raised by the plaintiff's appeal is whether, in 
granting the plaintiff's motion for summary judgment, the trial 
court erred in awarding her damages of $300,000.00 where her 
decedent had applied for $500,000.00 worth of life insurance 
coverage. -1 
The standard for determining the propriety of summary judgment 
is the same at trial and appellate levels. Summary judgment is 
appropriate when there is no genuine issue of material fact and the 
moving party is entitled to judgment as a matter of law. Utah R. 
Civ. P. 56(c). In this case, the trial court ruled as a matter of 
law that certain language in a conditional receipt applied to limit 
the insurer's liability. Issues of law are reviewed under a 
"correction of error" standard, giving no deference to the trial 
1
 The trial court also awarded prejudgment interest at ten 
percent (10%) and post-judgment interest at twelve percent (12%). 
The plaintiff does not dispute these interest figures. 
1 
court's ruling. Utah State Retirement Office v. Salt Lake County. 
780 P.2d 813, 814-15 (Utah 1989); Camp v. Office of Recovery 
Servs., 779 P.2d 242, 244-45 (Utah App. 1989). 
Determinative constitutional provisions, 
statutes, ordinances and rules 
The Utah Insurance Code in effect in 1986 recognized that 
"conditional or binding receipts" may "conditionally grant life 
insurance coverage prior to physical delivery of the policy" and 
subjected these receipts to certain form filing requirements. Utah 
Code Ann. § 31A-22-422 (1953) . However, the terms of any 
conditional coverage are determined by reference to the insurance 
contract itself and to caselaw rather than statutes. 
Statement of the case 
On July 7, 1986, LaMar Stevenson applied for $500,000 worth of 
life insurance coverage with First Colony Life Insurance Company 
(First Colony) . On October 16, 1986, he died in a tragic motor 
vehicle accident. At no time before his death did Mr. Stevenson 
receive any personal notification that his insurance application 
was declined or any refund of his insurance premium. In fact, his 
premium was not returned until several months after his death. 
Nevertheless, when Mrs. Stevenson filed a claim for death 
benefits, First Colony denied coverage, insisting that her 
husband's insurance application had been rejected. She then filed 
2 
this action for breach of contract against First Colony, the 
insurance agent, and the insurance agency.2 
Mrs. Stevenson and First Colony filed cross motions for 
summary judgment. The trial court granted Mrs. Stevenson's motion, 
finding that temporary insurance was created when Mr. Stevenson 
filed an application for life insurance with First Colony, 
completed a physical examination, and paid the full semiannual 
premium. The court concluded this temporary insurance was still in 
effect at the time of Mr. Stevenson's death because First Colony 
had not given adequate notice that his application was denied and 
had not timely returned his premium. (See Memorandum Decision of 
Jan. 2, 1990, Tab 1 of Addendum.)3 
The court determined the plaintifffs damages to be 
$300,000.00, an amount specified in small print on the conditional 
receipt form which had been attached as one of the last pages of 
Mr. Stevenson's insurance application forms. (See Memorandum 
Decision of March 6, 1990, Tab 3.) However, the first page of the 
application clearly stated in large handwriting that Mr. Stevenson 
was applying for coverage in the amount of $500,000.00. 
The order granting summary judgment was certified as final and 
2
 Claims against the insurance agent and the insurance agency 
are not involved in this appeal. 
3
 The court indicated that formal findings of fact and 
conclusions of law were unnecessary after summary judgment. 
(Memorandum Decision of Jan. 19, 1990, Tab 2.) 
3 
appealable, and both parties appealed. (See Order of April 30, 
1990, Tab 4.) 
Relevant facts 
As First Colony pointed out in a memorandum in support of its 
motion for summary judgment, the material facts in this case are 
not in dispute. (See Memorandum at 5, Tab 5.) 
From approximately 1984 until 1986, LaMar Stevenson had term 
life insurance in the amount of $1,000,000 with Chubb LifeAmerica. 
(Tab 6 at 36-37.) As the cost of his insurance rose, Mr. Stevenson 
found it increasingly difficult to pay the premiums. (Tab 7 at 32-
3 3.) He mentioned the problem to his insurance and bonding agent, 
Roger Fleiss, who worked for the Talbert Corporation in Salt Lake 
City. (Tab 8 at 11.) Fleiss referred Mr. Stevenson to Norman 
Close, Talbert1s Financial Services Life Representative in Denver. 
(Tab 8 at 11-18; Tab 6 at 30 & 40.) Talbertfs Denver office 
supplied Mr. Stevenson with pricing information for different kinds 
of coverage. (Tab 8 at 11.) After a long discussion with Fleiss, 
Close recommended that Mr. Stevenson obtain life insurance from 
First Colony rather than Chubb LifeAmerica. (Tab 9; Tab 7 at 32-
36, 41-42 & 66.) 
Mr. Stevenson filed an application with First Colony and 
completed the necessary physical examination. (Tab 10.) At first, 
he wanted to continue his coverage of $1,000,000 but decided it was 
more than he could afford. (See Tab 11.) At Mr. Stevenson's 
4 
request, an employee in Talbert's Denver office crossed out the 
$1,000,000 figure on the first page of his application and wrote 
"$500,000" as the amount of coverage. (Tab 8 at 39 & 104; Tab 10.) 
The semiannual premium was then calculated to be $410.00 for 
$500,000.00 worth of coverage. (Tab 10.) 
About July 7, 1986, Mr. Stevenson gave First Colony a check 
for $410.00 as his first premium. (Tab 12.) He received a letter 
thanking him for "the First Colony Life Insurance application for 
$500,000 of coverage" and requesting that he complete an aviation 
questionnaire as well. (Tab 13.) He completed and returned the 
questionnaire. (Tab 14.) 
On July 21, 1986, Talbert's Denver office sent Mr. Stevenson 
a "conditional receipt." (Tab 10 at 9.) He was told only that 
"this is your receipt for application for life insurance policy"; 
no one explained the terms of the receipt to him. (Tab 15; Tab 8 
at 45.) First Colony cashed Mr. Stevenson's check on July 25, 
1986. 
Several weeks later when Mrs. Stevenson called Talbert's Salt 
Lake office to ask why her husband had not yet received a policy 
from First Colony, she was told that First Colony intended to 
decline coverage because Mr. Stevenson's business had filed a 
petition in bankruptcy. (Tab 7 at 45-47.) However, First Colony 
proposed alternative "Life One" plans for Mr. Stevenson, and 
information about the plans was forwarded to Fleiss with a cover 
letter dated August 28, 1986. (Tab 16.) 
5 
Mr. Stevenson discussed various insurance options with the 
insurance agents, but it is important to note that neither First 
Colony nor the agents ever contacted Mr. Stevenson personally to 
inform him that coverage was in fact denied. Furthermore, First 
Colony kept his life insurance premium. 
If First Colony decided to reject his application, Mr. 
Stevenson wanted his premium returned so he could purchase other 
life insurance. (Tab 7 at 50-51, 89-91; Tab 6 at 63.) He asked 
Fleiss about the premium, and Fleiss called Close. (Tab 8 at 101.) 
When First Colony failed to return the premium in a timely fashion, 
Talbert's Denver office contacted the underwriter repeatedly over 
a four-month period, from August through December, in an effort to 
get the premium refunded. (Tab 6 at 55 & 62.) 
Meanwhile, Mr. Stevenson was killed in a motor vehicle 
accident on October 16, 1986. 
First Colony denied Mrs. Stevenson's claim for death benefits. 
In December, nearly two months after her husband's death, she 
received a refund of the life insurance premium he had paid in 
July. (Tab 17.) 
Summary of the argument 
The trial court should have awarded the full $500,000 of life 
insurance coverage to Mrs. Stevenson. After paying the full 
semiannual premium for $500,000 worth of coverage, Mr. Stevenson 
had a reasonable expectation that he was insured to that extent 
6 
until First Colony actually rejected his application, communicated 
that rejection to him by appropriate notice and returned his 
premium. The limitation in the conditional receipt was not clear 
enough to be binding and was never pointed out to Mr. Stevenson. 
The conditional receipt was part of Mr. Stevenson's insurance 
application, and the rest of his application should not be ignored 
in construing the terms of temporary coverage. Since the amount of 
temporary coverage is ambiguous, the amount written on the first 
page of the application governs because a handwritten provision 
prevails over a printed one and ambiguities in an insurance 
contract should be resolved in favor of the insured. 
In any event, First Colony should be estopped from denying or 
limiting its liability in view of its inexcusably long and 
prejudicial delay in refunding Mr. Stevenson's insurance premium. 
Mr. Stevenson had a reasonable expectation of full »** -*™™ediate 
life insurance coverage unless and until First Colony actually 
rejected his application, communicated that rejection to him by 
appropriate notice, and returned his premium. 
As the Utah Supreme Court has stated, "it is unfair for an 
insurer to collect a premium which purports to cover a period when 
in fact no such coverage exists: i.e., between the time of the 
application and the delivery of the policy." Williams v. First 
Colony Life Ins. Co.. 593 P.2d 534, 537 (Utah 1979). Thus, when an 
7 
applicant for insurance has done everything required of him and 
paid his premium, his insurance coverage generally takes effect 
from the time of the issuance of a binding or conditional receipt, 
even though the policy has not been delivered. Id.; Aho v. United 
Transp. Union Ins.. 571 P.2d 1329, 1332 (Utah 1977) (Justice 
Crockett, concurring.) 
Because it was clear that Mr. Stevenson had done everything 
required of him and had paid his premium4, the trial court 
concluded he had temporary insurance coverage. However, the trial 
court erroneously relied on a limitation in small print on the 
conditional receipt to set damages at only $300,000. In doing so, 
the court failed to apply the "doctrine of reasonable 
expectations," one of the reasons for finding there was temporary 
insurance in the first place. See e.g.. Miller v. Republic Nat'l 
Life Ins. Co. . 714 F.2d 958, 959 (9th Cir. 1983) (applicant for 
life insurance who pays the first premium, receives a receipt, and 
submits to the insurer's medical examination has a "reasonable 
expectation" of coverage from the date of receipt). 
First Colony admits that temporary insurance coverage was 
4
 Cf.. , Aho v. United Transp. Union Ins., 571 P.2d 1329 (Utah 
1977) (holding there was no temporary life insurance coverage where 
applicant had not made required premium payment) and Wade v. Utah 
Farm Bureau Ins. Co. , 700 P.2d 1093 (Utah 1985); Jacobson v. Kansas 
City Life Ins. Co. , 652 P.2d 909 (Utah 1982); and Fabrizio v. 
Fidelity & Guaranty Ins. Co.. 27 Utah 2d 248, 494 P.2d 953 (1972) 
(all holding there was no temporary life insurance coverage where 
applicant had not completed required physical examination). 
8 
created when Mr. Stevenson applied for life insurance, completed 
the necessary medical examination and paid his first premium. 
Despite the lack of notice to Mr. Stevenson that his insurance 
application was rejected, First Colony takes the position that his 
temporary coverage terminated prior to his death. 
At most, the facts suggest that prior to his death Mr. 
Stevenson was uncertain about the status of his insurance 
application. First Colony was proposing alternate life insurance 
plans, had not sent any written notice of any declination to him, 
had not contacted him personally in any way, and had retained his 
insurance premium. In these circumstances, Mr. Stevenson continued 
to have a reasonable expectation of temporary insurance coverage. 
Under the doctrine of reasonable expectations, the language of 
an insurance contract should be examined "from the viewpoint of the 
average purchaser of insurance who is not trained in law or in the 
insurance business." Wagner v. Farmers Ins. Exch., 786 P.2d 763, 
764 (Utah App. 1990). The "objectively reasonable expectations of 
applicants and intended beneficiaries regarding the terms of 
insurance contracts will be honored even [if] painstaking study of 
the policy provisions would have negated those expectations." 
Bradley v. Mid-Century Ins. Co., 409 Mich. 1, 294 N.W.2d 141, 163 
n. 69 (1980). 
The Utah Supreme Court applied the doctrine of reasonable 
expectations to conclude that a life insurance applicant had 
temporary coverage in Prince v. Western Empire Life Ins. Co., 19 
9 
Utah 2d 174, 428 P.2d 163 (Utah 1967). The court wrote, 
The understanding of an ordinary person is the standard which 
must be used in construing the contract, and such a person 
upon reading the application would believe that he would 
secure the benefit of immediate coverage by paying the premium 
in advance of delivery of the policy. There is an obvious 
advantage to the company in obtaining payment of the premium 
when the application is made, and it would be unconscionable 
to permit the company, after using language to induce payment 
of the premium at that time, to escape the obligation which an 
ordinary applicant would reasonably believe had been 
undertaken by the insurer. 
428 P. 2d at 168 (emphasis added) , quoting Ransom v. The Penn Mutual 
Life Ins. Co.. 43 Cal.2d 420, 274 P.2d 633, 636 (1954).5 
The average purchaser of insurance "who is given a receipt for 
the first premium looks upon it as a receipt and is not bound to 
study it to discover conditions and limitations circumscribing its 
effectiveness." 12A J. Appleman, Insurance Law and Practice § 7243 
at 249-51 (1981 & Supp. 1989). In this respect, a conditional 
receipt is "similar to a receipt given by a garage which purports 
to limit its liability for loss by fire or theft, or by a carrier 
5
 In Prince the court noted without discussion that the 
insurer's liability was limited by a provision in a binding 
receipt. 428 P.2d at 169. The issue of the applicant's reasonable 
expectations as to the amount of temporary coverage apparently was 
not raised. 
10 
which attempts to restrict its tort liability." Id. at 251 n.5. 
The doctrine of reasonable expectations should apply in 
determining the amount of coverage as well as the other terms of 
temporary coverage. In interpreting insurance binders, there is a 
growing trend toward fulfilling the layman insured's reasonable 
expectations of coverage. 2 Couch on Insurance 2d, § 14:36 at 71 
(1984). 
At the advice of his insurance agent, Mr. Stevenson stopped 
trying to keep his life insurance in the amount of $1,000,000 in 
force. Instead, he applied for a new policy in the amount of 
$1,000,000 with First Colony. Later, he requested that the amount 
of coverage (with its corresponding premium) be reduced to 
$500,000. The semiannual premium for $500,000 of coverage was 
calculated to be $410. Mr. Stevenson paid the full semiannual 
premium and was given a conditional receipt. Whatever the language 
in small print on his receipt, at that time he had a reasonable 
expectation of immediate insurance coverage in the amount of 
$500,000. 
2± 
The $300,000 limitation was not clear enough to be binding, 
and no one called it to Mr, Stevenson's attention when he paid 
the semiannual premium for coverage in the amount of $500,000. 
Even in the context of temporary insurance coverage, 
"limitations on the amount of coverage must be clear to be 
11 
binding." Insurance Law and Practice § 7237 at 196. A limitation 
in a conditional receipt will not be given effect where "the 
limiting language was neither plain nor conspicuous and . . . was 
not discussed with [the decedent] when he applied for insurance." 
Thompson v. Occidental Life Ins. Co., 109 Cal.Rptr. 473, 9 Cal.3d 
904, 513 P.2d 353, 364 (1973). 
An insurer must not only use clear and unequivocal language 
evidencing an intent to limit temporary coverage but must also 
"call such limiting conditions to the attention of the applicant." 
State Compensation Ins. v. Wangerin, 736 P.2d 1246, 1248 (Colo. 
App. 1986) ; also see Leland v. Travelers Indem. Co. , 712 P.2d 1060 
(Colo. App. 1985). "Absent proof of such disclosure, coverage will 
be deemed to be that which is expected by the ordinary layperson, 
namely complete and immediate coverage upon payment of the 
premium." Sanchez v. Connecticut Gen. Life Ins. Co., 681 P.2d 974, 
977 (Colo. App. 1984) (emphasis added). 
Courts often impose on the insurer "the burden of showing that 
it had taken appropriate steps to inform the applicant for 
insurance of [limiting] conditions." Puritan Life Ins. Co. v. 
Guess, 598 P.2d 900, 906 (Alaska 1979). Also see, Keene Corp. v. 
Insurance Co. of No. America, 667 F.2d 1034 (D.C. Cir. 1981), cert, 
denied, 455 U.S. 1007 (1982); Collister v. Nationwide Life Ins. 
Co. , 479 Pa. 579, 388 A.2d 1346, 1355 (1978), cert, denied, 439 
U.S. 1089 (1979). 
The reasons for requiring clear disclosure were explained in 
12 
Young v. Metropolitan Life Ins, Co,, 77 Cal.Rptr. 382, 272 
Cal.App.2d 453 (1969). There, a conditional receipt unambiguously 
stated that the company's liability was limited to the receipt's 
terms until the policy was delivered. The trial court entered 
judgment for the insurer, but the court of appeals reversed, 
holding that the insurer may nevertheless be liable to the full 
extent of coverage under the application if there is no evidence 
that a limitation in the conditional receipt was called to the 
applicant's attention.6 The court of appeals wrote, 
[T]he insurer, as the dominant and expert party in the field, 
must not only draft such contracts in unambiguous terms but 
must bring to the attention of the insured all provisions and 
conditions which create exceptions or limitations on the 
coverage [citation omitted]. Manifestly, it should have even 
a greater duty to call attention to such provisions or 
conditions when they are contained in receipts given to an 
applicant after he has paid the premium in advance, because 
the very acceptance of an advance premium by the carrier tends 
naturally toward an understanding of immediate coverage though 
it be temporary and terminable [citation omitted] . In short, 
to the ordinary layman, payment of the insurance premium 
constitutes payment for immediate protection, and it is 
6
 On remand, the trial court found evidence that some of the 
receipt's provisions were called to the applicant's attention. 
See, Young v. Metropolitan Life Ins. Co., 98 Cal.Rptr. 77, 20 
Cal.App.3d 777 (1971). 
13 
unlikely that he would carefully read the fine print contained 
in a receipt unless he was given the incentive to do so bv the 
carrier's agent, 
77 Cal.Rptr. at 387. 
In this case, the $300,000 limitation was neither plain nor 
conspicuous. Furthermore, there was no evidence that it was ever 
called to Mr. Stevenson's attention or that he read it when he paid 
the full semiannual premium for $500,000 worth of coverage. Absent 
proof of such disclosure, coverage should be deemed to be the 
$500,000 for which he applied. 
The application for insurance should not be disregarded in 
determining the terms of temporary coverage. 
In setting Mrs. Stevenson's damages at $300,000, the trial 
court explained, "Plaintiff's judgment is based on the conditional 
receipt, not the policy which was applied for; therefor[e] the 
limitation on the conditional receipt should apply." (Tab 3.) The 
court erred on this point. Mrs. Stevenson is not arguing that she 
should recover damages under a policy which was never delivered. 
Rather, she is arguing that the terms of her husband's temporary 
coverage must be determined by reference to his insurance 
application as well as his conditional receipt. 
"It is agreed that the binding receipt and the application for 
insurance are to be considered and construed together." 43 
14 
Am.Jur.2d Insurance, § 222 (1982 & Supp. 1990). "A binding receipt 
and the application for insurance are to be considered and 
construed together and there is no reason why this rule should not 
apply to a conditional premium receipt." Machinery Center, Inc. v. 
Anchor Nat'l Life Ins. Co., 434 F.2d 1, 4 (10th Cir. 1970) 
(applying Utah law) ; also see. Liberty Nat'l Life Ins. Co. v. 
Patterson, 278 Ala. 43, 175 So.2d 737 (1965). 
The conditional receipt was part of Mr. Stevenson's insurance 
application form. It was given to him in exchange for his 
completed insurance application and premium payment. There is a 
statement on the first page of the application that "the entire 
contract will consist of this application and the policy issued in 
response to it." (Tab 10 at 1, emphasis added.) 
The rest of the application should not be ignored in 
construing the terms of the conditional receipt, especially where 
Mr. Stevenson was told only that it was a "receipt for his 
application." (See, Tab 15.) 
Ambiguities about the amount of temporary coverage should be 
resolved in favor of the insured. 
In this case, the amount of any temporary coverage is 
ambiguous. The conditional receipt states that "insurance as 
provided by the policy applied for and for an amount not exceeding 
that specified" in the second paragraph will become effective. 
15 
(Tab 10 at 9, emphasis added.) The second paragraph is the 
$300,000 limitation. As the court pointed out in Thompson v. 
Occidental, 
Assuming that [the decedent] did read the limiting language, 
he might well have assumed that the clause was intended only 
to notify applicants for insurance that [the insurer] was not 
"required" by law to insure a particular applicant in excess 
of the amounts specified. Nothing in the receiptfs language 
states that rthe insurer] will not voluntarily agree to exceed 
these limits, as it evidently did by accepting the first 
premium on a rhigher] double indemnity policy. 
513 P.2d at 364 (emphasis added). 
Of course, the amount of coverage would not be ambiguous if 
the limitation in a binding or conditional receipt is well above 
the amount for which the applicant applied. Hildebrand v. Franklin 
Life Ins. Co. , 118 Ill.App.3d 861, 455 N.E.2d 553, 562 (1983). The 
ambiguity arises when the limitation in the receipt is less than 
the amount for which the applicant applied. The amount of coverage 
is "constructively ambiguous" if a layman's ordinary understanding 
of the amount of coverage differs from the coverage he would obtain 
under a technical construction of the insurance agreement. See 
Note, Life Insurance Policies and "Binding" Receipts: Is the 
Insurer Bound?, 406 Utah L. Rev. 448, 450-51 (1968). 
In Allen v. Metropolitan Life Ins. Co., 44 N.J. 294, 208 A.2d 
638 (1965) , the application stated that the company incurred no 
16 
liability "except as may be provided in a Conditional Receipt given 
on and bearing the same date as this application," but the 
conditional receipt provided that coverage would be effective as of 
the date of the application if approved at the home office. The 
court reasoned that the language of the conditional receipt was 
misleading to the ordinary person and upheld the beneficiary's 
claim for the full face value of the policy for which her decedent 
had applied. 
Utah follows the rule that in interpreting insurance contracts 
any doubts, uncertainties, or ambiguities in the contract will be 
strictly construed against the insurer and in favor of the insured. 
Williams v. First Colony, 593 P.2d at 536; Machinery Center, 434 
F.2d at 4. The language of the conditional receipt given to Mr. 
Stevenson should be construed as it would be understood by the 
ordinary applicant for insurance, and the ordinary applicant who 
pays his premium in advance expects complete and immediate 
insurance protection. See, Long v. United Benefit Life Ins. Co., 
Inc. , 29 Utah 2d 204, 507 P.2d 375, 379 (1973). 
The handwritten provision for coverage in the amount of $500,000 
prevails over a printed limitation. 
Documents executed in connection with an application for 
insurance are governed by the rules applicable to the construction 
and enforcement of contracts in general. Williams v. First Colony, 
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593 P. 2d at 536. One of the general principles of contract 
interpretation is that: 
Where part of the contract is in writing and part is in 
printing, the writing will be given effect if there is 
repugnancy between the two portions of the instrument. Also, 
if there is reasonable doubt as to the sense and meaning of 
the whole document, the words in writing will control the 
construction of the contract. 
7 Williston on Contracts, § 622 at 774-75 (3d Ed. 1961 & Supp. 
1990); also see. Mission Ins. Co. v. Nethers, 119 Ariz. 405, 581 
P. 2d 250 (App. 1978) (typewritten endorsement in legal malpractice 
policy prevailed over conflicting statement in printed portion of 
contract). A handwritten or typed portion is considered to be a 
special condition which modifies the printed portion. Williston, 
supra, at 781. Moreover, there is a secondary rule that when two 
clauses of a contract are contradictory, the first is favored. 
Id., § 624 at 816-17. 
The $500,000 figure appears in large handwriting on the front 
page of Mr. Stevenson's application. The $3 00,00 figure is found 
in small print on the conditional receipt, which was one of the 
last pages of the application form. Under general contract 
principles, the $500,000 figure should prevail. 
These contract principles were applied to determine the amount 
of temporary coverage in Thompson v. Occidental, 513 P.2d 353 
(1973) . There, an insurance agent had inserted a figure of 
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$100,000 into the application and used the figure of $100,000 in 
calculating the amount of the first premium. The court ruled the 
insurer's liability was not limited to the $50,000 printed on a 
receipt attached to the life insurance application. 
Similarly in this case, where the insurance agency inserted a 
figure of $500,000 into the application and used the figure of 
$500,000 in calculating the amount of the first premium, the 
insurer's liability should not be limited to the $300,000 printed 
on a receipt attached to the life insurance application. 
The court should impose full liability on the insurer in view of 
its inexcusably long and prejudicial delay in returning Mr. 
Stevenson's premium. 
As discussed previously, there is no evidence that Mr. 
Stevenson himself was ever notified that his application for 
insurance was declined. At best, he was uncertain about the status 
of his coverage with First Colony. The main cause for this 
uncertainty was First Colony's unreasonably long delay in returning 
his insurance premium. As the California Supreme Court has 
explained, 
When the insurer notifies the applicant of the rejection of 
his application but does not refund his premium, its action is 
uncertain and confusing. On the one hand, the notice of 
rejection indicates that the permanent policy the applicant 
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requested will not be issued; on the other, the retention of 
the premium indicates that "[the] immediate insurance [he was 
getting] for his money" . . . is still continuing. 
Smith v. Westland Life Ins. Co., 123 Cal.Rptr. 649, 539 P.2d 433, 
442 (1975). 
First Colony admits that due to an inadvertent mistake, it 
failed to refund the premium until December 4, 1986—nearly five 
months after Mr. Stevenson paid it and nearly two months after his 
death. The delay kept Mr. Stevenson from obtaining other life 
insurance as he wanted to do in the event of a declination by First 
Colony. (See, Tab 7 at 50-51 & 89-91; Tab 6 at 63.) 
In view of this inexcusably long and prejudicial delay in 
returning Mr. Stevensonfs premium, the court should impose full 
liability on First Colony. A majority of the appellate courts that 
have considered the issue support the general proposition that an 
insurer is subject to liability when there is an unreasonable delay 
in acting on an application for insurance. R. Keeton & A. Widiss, 
Insurance Law, § 2.4(a) at 71 (1988). The principal theories of 
liability which courts apply include estoppel, breach of an implied 
agreement to act promptly, formation of a contract by the insurer's 
implied acceptance,7 and breach of tort duties. 
7
 For example, unreasonable delays in refunding a life 
insurance premium were held to constitute an acceptance of the 
application in Reck v. Prudential Ins. Co., 116 N.J.L. 444, 184 A. 
777 (Err. & App. 1936) and Douglass v. Mutual Ben. Health & 
Accident Assoc.. 42 N.M. 190, 76 P.2d 453 (1937). 
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Under Utah law, several theories would apply. First Colony 
should be estopped from denying or limiting its liability for 
insurance coverage where it kept Mr. Stevenson's premium for so 
many months. An unreasonable delay in refunding money paid as a 
life insurance premium constitutes negligence. In addition, the 
failure to refund a life insurance premium within a reasonable 
period of time constitutes a breach of the duty of good faith and 
fair dealing which inheres in every contract. See, Bonneville 
Properties, Inc. v. Simons, 677 P.2d 1111 (Utah 1984). First 
Colony had a contractual duty to return the amount remitted "upon 
demand" if Mr. Stevenson's application was rejected, (Tab 10 at 9, 
I 3), and the duty to perform contractual obligations in good faith 
forbids arbitrary action by one party that disadvantages the other. 
See, Resource Management Co. v. Weston Ranch & Livestock Co., Inc. , 
706 P.2d 1028, 1037 (Utah 1985). 
For all these reasons, First Colony's liability should not be 
limited to anything less than the full amount of coverage for which 
Mr. Stevenson applied. 
Conclusion 
In the circumstances of this case, the trial court erred in 
limiting the insurer's liability for temporary insurance coverage. 
The plaintiff asks this court to reverse the trial court's judgment 
as to damages and to remand the case with directions to enter 
judgment for the plaintiff in the sum of $500,000. 
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Respectfully submitted by 
A , 
i 
-tr* 
All«r Young 
Douglas A- 3axte: 
Young & Kester 
101 East 2 00 South 
Spr ingv111e, Utah 8 1663 
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I N THE FOURTH .JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT ^ ~" 
3F THE STATS OF UTAH, III AND FOR V3TAH CCTOTY' 
t i, + k k ± k k k k 
representative of LAMA1 i i ,• /EUJuN', 
and as trustee of LAMAP. D. STEVENSON 
TRUST 
Plaintiffs, Cas e Niini t e r 2 V"8 3 - 3 7 5 
--VS- RAX M. HARDING, JUDGE 
FIRST COLONY LIFE INSURANCE 
COMPANY, TALBERT CORPORATION 
and ROGER FLEISS, 
Defendants . I IK! fORANDUM DECISION 
********** 
The Court havina considered the cross motions for 
3111111113,17/ judgment in this case, will grant plaintiff's monion, 
and will deny defendant First Colony Life's motion. 
The issue before the Court is whether written notice 
and return of the premium are required to terminate a 
temporary" life insurance contract. In Smith v. West land Lite 
Insurance Co.. The California Supreme Court: held: 
Where the insurer has received an application t;?r 
insurance, together with payment of the premium, and 
thereafter decides to reject it, the contract of 
insurance immediately created upon the receipt of 
application and payment of the premium is not 
terminated until (a) the insurer has actually 
rejected the application and by appropriate notice 
communicated such rejection to the insured, and, (b) 
refunded the premium payment to the insured. Smith V. 
Westland Life Ins, Co., 539 P.2d 433 (1975). 
The Court, holds that because there was not adequate 
notice that p] a iritiff#s temporary insurance contract had been 
0 r 
^Weontract was in full force and effect at the time of Mr. 
Prison's death. 
Counsel for plaintiff to prepare a summary judgment 
consistent with the terms of this decision and submit it to 
opposing counsel for approval as to form prior to submission 
to the court for signature. 
Dated this 2nd day of January/^ig8< 
cc: Allen K. Young, Esq. 
Denton M. Hatch, Esq. 
D. Gary Christian, Esq, 
RAY^T. HARDING, J U D G S ^ T ^ 
bfAifc o"i- AH 
)S£ 
COUNTY OF UTAH ) 
». 'ho undersigned, ClerK of the Fourth District Court 
r. 'jtah County, Utah, do hereby certify that the 
rp.-v.iX3d and foregoing is a true and full copy of an 
original document on fiia in my office as such Clerk. 
Witness n.y rand und seal cf said Court this 4 g ^ 
day cf o • . .0 *L. 
C ARM A BA SMITH,,Clerk 
ay 
t92C 
o^vri^^ n J ) i ^ i _Deputy 
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IN THE FOURTH JUDICIAL PISTPFCT C ri?T 
111
 ^
:: 'TA!1!:1, I " ' i 'XH . F C R U T A H CCUNTY 
* • * • * * * • * - - . ^ 
• S : L 
MACHINE STEVENSON as personal 
representative of LAMAR STET/ENSONf 
and as ••rustse ^f LAMAR n. STEVENSON 
i..u_i, 
Plaintiffs, Case Number :U3 3-8"5 
FIRST COLONY LIFE INSURANCE 
'MMPANY, TALBERT CORPORATION 
and ROGER FLEISG, 
Defendants. 
J'. '1 i l A A D I N i J , 
MEMORANDUM D E C I S I O N 
* * * * * * • : * * * * 
The Court., having received defendant's objection to 
pr Jpused f ind ings of f act, will in the interest of 11nie 
indicate that: findings ot: fact and (""inclusions of law ace not 
necessary after the granting of a sumnary judgment, See 
U.R.C.P. rule 52, If plaintiff will prepare an appropriate 
summary judgment, it: will be executed by the Court:, 
Dated this I h • >£ Janj*^nr7'Nl990. 
1 
cc: Allen K Young, Esq 
Denton M. Hatch, Esq1 
D. Gary Christian, Esq, i 3 
- t r * - 'dun^se 2 ark of the Fourth District Court 
cr uta, C c j r w -Jran, do hereby certify that the 
annexec* ^nd 'csgcmg is a true and full copy of an 
ongma. ~c<^"ier* sr 'tie in my office as such Clerk. 
Witney -r i -a-u: ard seal, of said Court this 
d
^ * :^i^ 19 iQ^ 
C - " M - .-.3MI7M C i * r x _ 
Bv ;^uu Deputy 
i x i i i m i 3 
IN THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT 
I • -, 
OF THE STATE OF UTAH, IN AND FOR UTAH COUNTY 
********** 
MAURINE STEVENSON as personal 
representative of LAMAR STEVENSON, 
and as trustee of LAMAR D. STEVENSON 
TRUST, 
Plaintiffs, Case Number CV88-875 
-VS- RAY M. HARDING, JUDGE 
FIRST COLONY LIFE INSURANCE 
COMPANY, TALBERT CORPORATION 
and ROGER FLEISS, 
Defendants. MEMORANDUM DECISION 
********** 
The Court, having heard oral argument regarding the 
amount of the summary judgment, will vacate the order it 
previously signed. The amount of the judgment is limited to 
$3 00,000.00 as per the terms of the conditional receipt. 
Plaintiffs judgment is based on the conditional receipt, not 
the policy which was applied for; therefor the limitation on 
the conditional receipt should apply* 
Counsel for plaintiff to prepare an amended summary 
judgment consistent with the terms of this decision and submit 
it to opposing counsel for approval as to form prior to 
submission to the Court for signature. 
c c : Al len K, Young, Esq. 
Denton M. Hatch, Esq. STAJdOFuTAh 
D. Gary C h r i s t i a n , Esq. ) s s 
COUNTY OF UTAH ) 
I, the undersigned, Clerk of the Fourth District Court 
c: U< a.i County, Utah, do hereby certify that the 
zr.nczed and foregoing is a true and full copy of an 
origina. decuman* on file in my office as such ClerJ^ 
Witness my hand and seal of said Court this _ £ 2 — 
dav of " 3 o o e . . 1 9 9 Q 
CARMA B. SMITH, Clerks 
By ( V t A V^JLI^ \ X X i ( U ^ Deputy 
EXHIBIT 4 
Denton M. Hatch, 1413 
Roger R. Fairbanks, 3792 
CHRISTENSEN, JENSEN & POWELL, P.C. 
Attorneys for First Colony Life 
Insurance Company 
510 Clark Learning Office Center 
175 South West Temple Street 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84101 
Telephone: (301) 355-3431 
IN THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT OF UTAH COUNTY 
STATE OF UTAH 
MAURINE STEVENSON, as 
personal representative of 
LAMAR STEVENSON, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
FIRST COLONY LIFE INSURANCE 
COMPANY, TALBERT CORPORATION 
and ROGER FLEISS, 
Defendants. 
FIRST COLONY LIFE INSURANCE 
COMPANY, 
Third-Party Plaintiff, 
vs. 
UNITED UNDERWRITERS AGENCIES, 
Third-Party Defendant. 
ORDER FOR RULE 54(b) 
CERTIFICATION 
Civil No. CV-88-875 
Judge Ray M. Harding 
Pursuant to Rule 54(b) of the Utah Rules of Civil 
Procedure, the court specifically determines that its order 
herein granting plaintiff summary judgment on her contract claim 
against defendant First Colony is final as to that claim and 
wholly disposes of that claim against defendant First Colony. 
Therefore, in accordance with the provisions of Rule 54(b) the 
court further orders and certifies that no just reason exists for 
delaying the appeal of said order. 
DATED this ^CT day of April, 1990, 
RayAfifT^ Harding 
Disj^ xict Court Judge v^ 
STA1 EOF UTAH ) 
0<-U M m CFLITAH 
!. ^ o i.ncoks gna<2. ClarK or tne Fourth Csstnci Court 
OT *r. n Ccurty, Utan, do nereby certify chat the-
a n " ^ s d and rcagoing (s a trua and 'ull ccoy of an 
or r.a J icurnent on fila >n my crfica ^3 such Clerk. 
w tr :ss mv nand and seal of said Court tr;s ^ ^ 
aav oi 
CARMA & 3Mrrs f Clerk ,— A 
By X l A c ,C!XA^W , _Deputy 
EXHIBIT 5 
To be sure, an "insurer may not be lawfully required to pay a 
loss against which it had specifically refused to insure or be 
held liable when it had definitely rejected the application for 
insurance and thereby refused to accept the risk.11 Leube v. 
Prudential Ins. Co., 147 Ohio St. 450, 73 N.E. 2d 76, 77 (1947) 
(insurer entitled to directed verdict because applicant received 
notice of rejection), cited in Quindlen v. Prudential Ins. Co. of 
Am., 482 F.2d 876, 880 (5th Cir. 1973). 
The material facts in this case are not in dispute. 
Defendant First Colony issued Lamar Stevenson's conditional 
receipt after receiving a policy application and $410.00. 
Defendant subsequently rejected Lamar Stevenson's application 
because of Stevenson's financial troubles. 
By the first of September, 1986, Lamar Stevenson received 
notice of the rejection of his application. Mrs. Stevenson 
testified in her deposition on July 26, 1989, at page 105: 
Q. From the point that Roger Fleiss notified you 
or United Underwriters, whichever is was first, you 
understood that you didn't have coverage with First 
Colony life; is that correct? 
A. Probably. 
In fact, Mr. Stevenson even admitted in his Banker's Life 
application, dated October 1, 1986, that First Colony previously 
,denied coverage. Unfortunately, Lamar Stevenson was killed in an 
accident on October 18, 1986, before Banker's Life processed his 
insurance application. An unfortunate oversight by Defendant's 
employees delayed the return of Mr. Stevenson's premium until 
December 4, 1986. 
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IN THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT C F rT\H C:i/N"TY 
STAT/: i' / f. I AH 
MAURINE STEVENSON as personal 
representati.ve • ^  f LA:*!AP 
STEVENSON, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
F I R S T T:i-;:ii -::•£ I N S U R A N C E 
COMPANY. TAL3ERT CORPORATION 
and ?: ~I~ FLEISS, 
Defendant. 
FIRST COLONY LIFE INSURANCE 
COMPANY, 
Third-Party 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
".:NITED UNDERWRITERS ACENCIES 
Third-Party 
Defendant. 
C i v i l No . CV-8 3 - ^ 5 
[je[30siL Lon or : 
ROGER I . FLEISS 
BE il i^MLMsErthb t h a t on t h e 10th day of Mayr 
1989
 r t h e d e p o s i t i o n of ROGER I . FLEISS, p roduced ,ir J 
w i t n e s s h e r e i n
 (Jt PJM i n s t a n c e c t h e p l a i n t i f f in t h e 
abiiVw'wii I. 11 11; i a c t i o n now pend ing in t h e -above-named c o u r t , 
was t a k e n b e f o r e J e n n i f e r A. R u s s e l l , a 'V-rt i f \ e«i rhe-r t i iand 
Repor te r ; i C e r r i f i '.r.i* r\h" I ' 1 1 , wj-ji . iCerej P r o f e s s i o n a l 
R e p c r t e i , .r; i Notary P u b l i c In and f i r t h e S t a t p of Lltali, 
commencing a t t h e huur o'-" '< : 15 i, nq ( « p i 1 1 ,> i 
U 5 s o u t h West rem p i e 4 1 . n t Liiu,e C i t y , Utah, 
_ JERIT 
° REPOKITOSO { (801) 322-3742 5 DAY DELIVERY ] IS South State Street • Suite Sftn • Salt Ij»k*» Tlh/ Utah RA ' "• "• * 185 Sou* State Street • Suite 380 • Salt Lake City, Utah 84 
1 A No, 
2 Q Was there any conversation about the fact that 
3 there was a policy in effect at that time? 
4 A I don't recall. 
5 Q That was in late '83 or early '84? 
6 A Yes. 
7 Q Did you do anything in response to that contact? 
8 A Yes. I called Denver. 
9 Q To whom did you talk in Denver? 
10 A Norm Close. 
11 Q Who is Norm Close? 
12 A At that time, he was our Financial Services Life 
13 Representative. 
14 Q Is he still the Financial Services Life 
15 Representative? 
16 A No. 
17 Q Where is he now? 
18 A I do not know. I do know he's in Denver, but I 
19 don't know who he's employed by. 
20 I Q Does he live in Denver? 
21 | A Yes. 
22 I Q Do you maintain a relationship with him? 
23 | A No. 
24 I Q How are you familiar with the fact that he lives 
25 I in Denver? 
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Computerized Transcript * 
t e r in j n a t e t h a t :i n s i i r a n c e ? 
A Mo. 
MR. YOUNG: Counsel, maybe this would be a good 
t i in e t • D t a ] : e a i: r e a ] ;: a n < I 1 e t m e t h i 1 m b t h r o i; i • :; I i t h I s s 11 i f f , 
(Recess.) 
MR. CHRISTIAN: Before we start,, let me say 
t h I s , a n d I \ / :i 1 ] :! :» t h :i s i i 1 !:  h e s p i i i t • D f b e i n g h e 1 p f i I 1 , I: i 11: 
the r ec o rd w 1.1 1 s p e ak f o r i t s e 1 f , I th Ink y cm w 111 £ Ind 
that t he gre a t b u1k o f th a t I s o ut o f the Denve r of £Ic e an • I 
t h i s tfas a £:i ] • =«: !::i l a t A a s a ::q i :i i r e d a f t er till i s took p] a c e a:i: t :i 
t h a t may be of a s s i s t a n c e t o you In yon lr q u e s t i o n i n g of h i m. 
ME, YOUNG: T h a n k y o i I ,, 
ME C H R I S T I A N. I tl: ilr i] : * • M: } 1 i t t i e was 
generated, am I right, out of Salt Lake ? 
A That's right. 
Q (by 1 !i: young) Mr J leiss, you, have told us 
about the initial contacts I n the fall of '83 or spring of 
'84 M :i th the Sine v ensons abc: ut ] I f e :i nsi irance, and your best 
recol lections about that ? W 1: lat resulted fr< um those 
conversations, as best you r ecollect? Maybe i can be a 
] i tit] e mor< a speci f i • : Di d tl i<= Tal bert Company obtain 
insurance through Chubb Insurance for LaMar D. Stevenson ? 
«a Yes . 
2 Wiir<. I* ha f as a i i ' . , u l t ' f I Ii .P i n 11 i a ]. 
c o n v e r s a t i o n s ? 
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A Yes. 
Q When were those policies first written, to the 
best of your recollection? 
A I don't recall. 
Q Sometime in '84? 
A I believe that to be right. 
Q Was that for a million dollars worth of life 
insurance? 
A I believe that's correct. 
Q Would the applications have gone to the Denver 
office? 
A Yes. 
Q They would not have come to you? 
A That's correct. 
Q Do you have any independent recollection of any 
conversations with Maurine or LaMar or any other 
representative of LaMar with regard to that insurance? 
MR. CHRISTIAN: Are you talking about the Chubb 
Insurance? 
MR. YOUNG: Yes, and the obtaining of it. 
A I'm not sure I understand the question. 
Q (by Mr. Young) The policy, as I understand it, 
was for a million dollars. 
A Yes. 
Q Did you ever discuss that with Maurine or LaMar? 
3 
Computerized Transcript 
1 
2 
3 
4 
10 
} i 
I •! 
1 3 
1 ,; 
the Stevensons. 
Q So it's your recollection that when the 
JtevensTr/ hi " \ ;\esti3n about lit'2 insurance, they would 
call you and tnen yiu wcuid say, I *i i ,' i e r4: • .y . H in 
Denver call you, 
A Thai 
Q And you have no written documentation ot those 
calls? 
A 
Q 
A 
Q 
No 
Do you recall that that di d happen on occasion? 
Yes. 
Di i tnc aniuiFii i tn»j. | ' 1 i > , 1 in« mi 1 1 ion 
dollars, have anything to do with LaMar Co's abil*~ T ^ o 
bon *P 
A No. 
Q 1311 the bonding company requirp any life 
in.; una in. i 
A No, 
Q Was there ever any conversaticri between you and 
f hn jte * t-nu. t. in . i i*"hpr t *"l\9 stevensons, aDout the 
necessity ot" having lite insurance lor CMHIUIIHJ purposes 7 
* It was suggested that it would be a good idea to 
ii d \ « (,. u hi I i J i J J " j * i t h 111 f I) ' * f J i in, , v a • 
ii Continuity witnin tne rirm meanina T :.-: 
Stevenson construction Company? 
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Q What is your independent recollection of it, do 
you have any? 
A Yes. It was they were not getting it back 
apparently in a timely fashion. We had to continually 
follow up. That is, Denver had to continually follow up 
with the agency which we dealt through for First Colony to 
get the money back. 
Q Do you know how many times they followed up? 
A The file would indicate that. 
Q Do you have any independent recollection of 
anything you did in relation to that, any — 
A Nothing. 
MR. CHRISTIAN: Let him finish his question, 
Roger. 
Q Did you have any conversations with Mrs. 
Stevenson — 
A Restate the question. 
Q — that you recall? Sure. Did you have any 
independent conversations with Mrs. Stevenson about getting 
that money back? 
A No. 
Q Did you have any conversations about why or why 
not? Did you ever advise Mrs. Stevenson that First Colony 
had rejected them? 
A No. 
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correspondence of vhen Mr, Stevensons' application wai. 
rej ected by F;rs t 7 z1ony ? 
A t i K i k A m '», * rr^sr • nl^nco that I have now. 
Q What is your recollection or that? 
A Restata the question. 
Q Sure. bajel u{ i * i i' u n i i rpih pr r to 
-cming here today -- you hive been sued f.:r a lot ot 
iiiorni/ vln il i .i • our understanding of when First Colony 
rejected LaMar Stevenson..' I["VHL it. u L I I nsuranoe""' 
i I'd have t^ ref er t>3 the file 1 don,' t remember 
th- -J if ,. 
You don't. Do you remember a Lout", when " 
No. December, when the check came back, 
1 - * . r i'? i ect pr! j t ;J 
Toi*~ A nz ":= tinal - we were try in | t,: 'jet the 
.•;*e;- rh-?r« *•*- about a four-month period, 1 believe, 
A-sus- , - • first- pir* ni" August. We were 
:r" r . : ;- : : r : -r>. / Lack, and it teak; to December J"cr 
: ** ;:-? ered, sent over, 
Q Than)* i2cn I " " I «' • *n-,<W"r, wh^n '/'"J si"; "we ^ere 
trying to get that money back", whit do you mean by that. 
answ'P r ? 
A uur Denver nit icy wai; runt-aci i ng the agency, 
United Underwriters. 
Q |"M .,. ,  y a n ( J g e ^ ^ J l e m 0 n e y b a C f c 2 
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A Yes. 
Q Do you know why they were trying to do that? 
A Yes. 
Q Why? 
A Because Maurine Stevenson had indicated that she 
couldn't pay the premium on the other policy until she got 
the refund check from First Colony. 
Q To whom did she state that? 
A Norm Close. 
Q Has Mr. Close advised you of that? 
A Yes. 
Q Do you know what efforts Talbert Corporation made 
to try and get that money back? 
A Yes. 
Q What? 
A The chronological order in there of the 
conversations that our secretary, the secretary for Norm 
Close had with United Underwriters. 
Q Which was weekly. Is United Underwriters a 
company that Talbert Corporation did business with? 
A Yes. 
Q Would United Underwriters seek out First Colony 
and others for life insurance? 
A Most likely. 
Q I'm trying to figure out how that relationship 
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that will help you, but I'm just trying to get a 
f it now. 1 
Right. I think that was secured abouc three years 1 
or so before his death, so that would be '83. j 
Q 
A 
Q 
A 
Q 
policy we' 
A 
Q 
you recall 
A 
Q 
A 
Q 
A 
Q 
A 
Q 
A 
1983? 
Uh-huh. 
Around the time we're talking about now? 
Uh-huh. 
And that was a life policy on Lamar, the Chubb 
re talking about? 
Term life, yes. 
Term life. What was the face amount of that; do 
? 
A million. 
A million dollars? 
Yes. 
Was the policy actually issued? 
Yes. 
How long was that in force? 
A couple of three years, I believe. 
Do you remember what the premiums were? 
No, I don't. I know they started out at a lesser 
amount than what it was at the time of being discontinued. 
Q 
A 
So the premiums gradually increased on that policy? 
That's correct. 
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Q Do you know what a ne t levK'l p remium p o l i c y i s ? 
No, I d o n ' : . 
Q ^r i:."!-? " i ^ r i u n u i n c r e a s e d , a s f a r a s you c a n 
u n d e r s t a n d , b u t : h e f a c e a m o u n t of t h e p o l i c y s t a y e d t h e same? 
Tha t ! o c o r r e c t . 
"'n1 t h a i t:. 'jl.icy was e v e n t u a l l y e i t h e . - r . , v e r a o a 
was d i s c o n t i n u e d ? 
Yef . 
") T'^ l) ' l i 1 i lie c o v e r a g e d i s c o n t i n u e on t h a t p o l i c y ? 
, \ Th e p r e in 11J m r a u 1 d n o t IJ e me t" ,. 
'J1 W h ^ n tne c o v e r a g e * i - M,;r > ,r it- i , vhat were the 
i ti n r - i i in i 
A Over a thousand dollar • " l^n't i eniembei . 
Q A thousand d o l l a r s i nmur i
 i M J ;, u„ ^nac? 
A I 1 mi ii k if was quarterly nr annually, hut I f m not 
^ure — "-hit e i t h e r , 
Q How lid w a r y J i ''11 * ho 1111 i h\ n ' 
A l- a \ y - s i -I , For ty -£ i v e a c t u a l l y » 7 :o. \j •• : . -*-. 
Q And you w e r e h a v i n g d i f f i c u l t y mak n iy u i e ikim 
p a y m e n t s ? 
A I L J "3r r e c t . 
Q Cou-d you h a v e f i n a n c e d i t ^ o u l d you h a v e ^ o n i imje<'' 
" . ^ a k e ttiM Davment r" i * i . ' M in1 I. h a t ,i, i **:- f e 
M1!1 ;ih 11 i 0 j ' t ioo 1 upMt y i r 
A I t had become v e r y d i f f i c u l t t o do t r u s « * 
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Q And had you elected not to continue the coverage? 
A I think it was something discussed between Lamar 
ir.c. Roger as to how it was done. 
Q 
million; d 
1 A 
Q 
about of. 
j million or 
Why was the policy issued for a face amount of a 
o you know? 
No. 
Was there discussion at this time that you know 
say, reducing the face amount to three-quarters of a 
a half million or quarter of a million to reduce 
the premium? 
A 
Q 
A 
availabili 
Q 
Lamar and 
A 
Q 
A 
Q 
A 
Q 
A 
much cover 
for . 
At this point we're talking about? 
Uh-huh. 
Yes, there was discussions at that point as to the 
ty of funds to make premiums. 
Were there discussions so far as you know between 
Roger? 
Yes, 
Did you participate in any of those discussions? 
No. 
Did Lamar tell you about the discussions? 
Yes. 
What did he tell you? 
Just that he was working with Roger on getting as 
age as we could feasibly provide a premium amount 
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Q D ; [nimr '• M i ' , IJ j / y r n a t i v e s w e r e d i s c u s s e d 
a . ; - ^ : e r i :>J i c c a L n . n ' j : . e : a g 3 or much as you c o u l d f o r 
w h a t e v e r you c o u l d a f f o r d ? 
A ^"T n. \ -'I : c : j : i ; c a n i / o a t y o u ! r s s a y i n g . 
Q As Z u n d e r s s a n d i t , Lamar l a d a p u l . : y f o r a 
m 111 i" J n d o l l a r s , 
i i n ? i I , i. 
i i i J i ' J L L f -J ' . L • 
o" F a c e a n i n u n r , and it. was a i c r a i g n r . t^iTi
 w
p
 11 n t h e 
f a c e amount s t a y i n g t n e same and t h e r.-i em lurr^ mo ,^a l i e . 
i , Yes 
A n d y o u c o u 1 d n ' t a f f o r d : t'? 
t'A ? ; ". Oi c * 
v i i *. s o m e t h i n g e l s e a b o u t i n s u r a n c e , 
n . , . . ; . :; _ ^ -r O i. • 
Q I s u p p o s e * :>• e ; e r e oj obar> i y ^e J^i 11 op : . n
 t v JO 
-roul 1 i. ed , i -** I t l . e p o l i c y ^L j e t some o t h e r 
K ind f i n s i r a n e e . 
A Y e s . 
Q Wet,j Ih-uM-;1 alternative: discussed? Did Lamar tell 
you any alternatives that; were d iscussed? 
A Yes . 
Q Whjii <"fc i i i t^  t e r n a t i ve s ? 
A T h a t Roge r wa-j t r y i n g 11 do t h e b e s t •• - j ; ^ e is t h e 
mos t oiwera 1!* 3 from o t h e r ' "nmpanip . T*i * t ua< i jn j i \n- w i t h 
•JICL ' jr,it»d"i4 i A'hi* '' i»il1 be s e c n e d a s t a r as *"he mos t 
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coverage nearest to the million we could get, 
Q So there was no particular amount of coverage, just 
chac Roger did the best he could to get you the mos- he could 
for what you could afford to pay? 
A That's correct* 
Q What could you afford to pay then? 
A Well, he was getting several different policies to 
look at, and then we were deciding what we could do at that 
point. 
Q Was the million dollars policy still in force and 
effect at this time? 
A Mo. I believe that it was — it had lapsed, and 
Roger was trying to see what could be done about getting it 
reinstated . 
Q It had lapsed because you couldn't make the 
payment? 
A Yes, I believe so. 
Q Do you know what was resolved? What was decided on 
the various alternatives, and let me ask: Did you participate 
ever in any discussions with Roger Fleiss and your husband or 
you and Roger relative to obtaining any other coverage after 
the Chubb policy lapsed? 
MR. YOUNG: At what time, Counselor? 
MR. CHRISTIAN: Any time. 
Q (BY MR. CHRISTIAN) From the time that policy 
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Q 2 i . 2 *• 1 T f e „ e o ": - n -a ':1 i a n r h e fir 3 t one y o u j u 31 
A 1 r „ - n ^ n T 
progressed inj tnir. j_ * 
' P Q a ' 
Wa: the.- 2 ^ i:o';n;: -alx^i a b ^ c je~: - in 
face aruuin to ? 
" J I I 1 II I [ l 1 - v " ~ 
T e l l me the n e x : r. . I i ^^^ J nc^p ~- • 
or t imes , * i apor^ " < 1 f«» f 
\ Cka^, Thuoe a t e v>»/ tuzzy for; me, /so T ,f m not s u r e 
cha t "J c a n . 
2 Okay. 
i\ I jUess i t came down t o t h e p o i n t where Rage: a : : 
Laniac had spoke abou t tht- p o l i c y wi th |;1 i r ^ t Colony an 1 
"ud d e c i d e d t:. ' ' " " Ml" 0 i " • - . /, 1 t h me,
 k 
Lj'( t L I v nun: 11 111 agreement w i t h him a 1 to t h a t t h a t, . :r led 
D* --1 to go w i t h . 
Q When y o u i.i in ' 1 1 h\ ulie , i 1 «. I J I M 1} l i h n n t 
A Lamar, y e s . 
Q "-r " H I I M I hi-i J ^.ilko-'l ' , 0 d \ i : a i J I ' ve ta lked i t 
w i t h kugei and lie a c a l k i n g abou t the F i r s t Colony 
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Insurance Company and that sounds good to me? 
- •»• — •„. J • 
Q And ycu agreed? 
A Yes. 
Q Whatever it was that Lamar told you? 
A Yes. 
Q Up to that point had you ever talked to Roger 
Fieiss, you personally? 
A Ifve talked to Roger, yes. Specifically that, I 
don't recall, no. 
Q Up to the time ITm talking about, up to the time 
about the discussion with Lamar and First Colony, had you 
talked to Roger Fieiss up to that point? 
MR. YOUNG: About anything? 
MR. CHRISTIAN: Yeah. 
THE WITNESS: Yes. About anything. I don't 
remember specifically anything to do with insurance. 
Q (BY MR. CHRISTIAN) You had talked to him, but you 
don't remember what you had talked to him about? 
A No, I really don't. 
Q Was that a conversation on the telephone or was it 
a face to face encounter? 
A I remember a couple of appointments we had with 
Roger. I accompanied my husband to Roger's office. 
Q Was Roger still with Fred A. Moreton at that time? 
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t h e In s u r a n c e p o 1 1 c y < 31 h e r 11 1 an j u s t c o n v e r s a t io n s w11 h 
1"" , r ^ " " 3"";
 h r " | • app r i s e ' .acs : h i c . 
C BL M? . CIIPISTIAL t h i n k w h a ; I ^ . n l :.. <n :w ,.s 
c o n v e r s a t i o n s w ^. h LaT iai r w i c h Lam: n 1 ^: ^- ;•,
 i n 
in i i' i, iii^ L . ^ . j j , and you c a n i ^^ ue - - LL /< u ' I I j u j " 
t e x l (Tie wnat" : o n v e : 3 a t n n i t iz, 7 ' d a p p r e c i a t e "JJ it . 
1
 A T r i g h t . A f t e r i ' n ni f • i . i ,li.?'""k 
I » [ « o iI- I 11 j J L ? 
U h - h u h . 
1
 Thjf- was d o n e on J u I , T ' V - n l i . 
L " I r j ? 
* Y e " , ' ie wece v e r y >riQ<. h n v ? l v e d in q e t c m i ^ h ^ n g s 
a . r a n q e d w i t h r h e new r Hiipaii , k I, I1 M M , I i a i .
 ( 
iii i » c»i "IL-J"- i . \ J.Ji J i t. i. L tli inij 5 <joirvj on i.n .,u I i J Le a t 
t h a t f lme . I1 w a r d s t h e end uf A u g u s t , Lamar s a i d t- i ITIP, 
Maurepn , wi1 hid'*1 nut- r e c e i v e d ihiii fm i i /
 i > n in n i m 
". h i i i " <» t h e n i . u i t i a Led i c a l l t J P j g e i ' a o f f i c e . 
Q O k a y . 
h I s p o k e t o a |.?n" !«M n r ' " ;i i m i n e , 
I l i i l l . i . — 
2 I n S a l t Lake? 
fir. M i l P <||i| vi , i -M"1"" n ^ La ,M! " . 
hi in 111 a t wo iia I b e e n in t h e p r o c e s s u£ ' j e t t i n g an i n s u r a n c e 
p o l i c y t h r o u g h Fogei , t i n t - 1 * :l I s s u e d a c h e c k i n J u l ^ and we 
C O M ? r- ^ r r ^ - - ^ r- rp p ^ M C P U' T D T1 
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had n o t y e t r e c e i v e d the p o l i c y and we were c o n c e r n e d . 
Q When you c a l l e d R o g e r ' s o f f i c e on t h e o c c a s i o n 
y o u ' r e t e l l i n g me a b o u t , you i d e n t i f i e d y o u r s e l f , I presume? 
A Oh, y e s . 
Q Did this man seem to know who you were? 
A Yes. 
Q When you t a l k e d abou t t h e p o l i c y , d id t h i s man seem 
to know a b o u t t h e p o l i c y ? 
A He s a i d he d i d n ' t know what the s t a t u s was , t h a t he 
would check i t out and g e t back to me. 
Q Did he? 
A Y e s . 
Q How much longer? 
A I think the next day or two he returned the call, 
told me that First Colony had declined coverage on Lamar. I 
asked why, because he had cleared everything in the physical 
aspect. He said because we were in a Chapter 11, the company 
was in a Chapter 11. 
Q Was it? 
A Yes. And I said, "What does that have to do with 
life coverage on Lamar?" And the fellow said, "You have to 
understand the mentality of an insurance company," and I said 
okay. "What do you mean?" He said, "They do not want to 
issue a policy when someone is in that sort of financial 
position," and I said, "Why?" He said, "Because of a 
COMPUTERIZED TRANSCRIPT 
p o s s i b i l i t y of s u i c i d e , " and r : a : 1 , "Wel l , - . v1 ih j u i c l l . -
j the p o l i o
 t . ' . -n ' t
 ,n
 e£fee~ n-* o.i "
 M l M fa:-M-n3 _n 
* / n i " * «
 ( i " - 3 . . . iu - , i i i 1 i i y : } i « \ " T , ' e l l , '- . .i ' : j e .4 „ 
I beer 5 r ;h j c c a s i o n s when s u i c i d e r have been r b n e and " • ^l: -: 
f j r j e a l 11 an a^n Id2n 1» " and 3 \ 1 " 
C ! r ( M ( 'f"1 1, t e o a u s e ^ £ f"nose r e a s o n s , 
flos»F dhen th .B man, wha tever h i s naire v.n^, ^as 
j i ' / i n j y ;u tb^ i n f o r m a t i o n ,f 1 ' » ^ J ' e,
 t t< " , h i y n^ 
.n 1* ?« v ' [1 i ',
 s\ ' . i j iMiij ^ - J someth ing t h a t was : . \nonj 
ftnm the company or someth ing he was iiiakmo ip ctnd t e l l in i 
y j ii 1 H >w 1 .-3 /on Oiko t h a t ? 
i " nought J£ t h a t . 
Or 1 id you t a k j i i. in iny s e n s e ? 
\ Mo, 1 r e a l l y i i l i ' 1 1 MM* ' J O t i 1 A 'UI was 
f i v . 1 J 
2 Who d id yon t a l k tM n e x t ? 
A. Roqor then 7 a M P I lh-j j l - 10 * - -
l i jv* J . II .j i i L - 1 ? 
A J u s t s h o r t l y , The nex t day or so f o r t h . 
Q Okay, 
A in' .I'j.ii.n 1.1.: 1 1 e r a t e d b a s i c a l l y what was ^a id by the 
r
~V„ow in h i s <jffice and that; he d n I n U see "my problem 
ecaurse he r n u H qnr ! aim \1 1 1 |hi inr M U I ^ I "umpany wiin ho 
" ,. v j d. uM g i v e t h i s same r e a s o n i n g or any problem abou1 
: e c j r ing * • 1 i c y . 
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Q Did you offer to give Mr. Fleiss sufficient money 
to pay for the new premium through whatever company would do 
it? 
A He told me that he would secure thxS o-her amount 
that we had already pieviously put out f^om First Colony, and 
my assumption was that that would be handled within his 
office. 
Q Sure. Did you have sufficient money to give him 
for a new premium? 
A Not really. 
Q So if he'd have said to you, Mrs. Stevenson, you 
need to send me -- I think we can get you coverage for the 
same thing, but you need to send me $425 or whatever it was to 
bind the new coverage, when the refund comes back I'll give it 
to you, you couldn't even have gotten him the four hundred 
dollars? 
A No. 
Q So you, indeed, needed the refund back from First 
Colony before any new coverage could be acquired? 
A Yes, and again within my assumption that that was 
just a matter of fact that he would handle. 
Q I understand. 
A And I wouldn't have anything to do basically with 
that. 
Q Sure. I understand. So your understanding was 
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t h a t whoeve r M r F1 e I s s o t T a I b e r t was d e a 11 n g w 11 h , »•/ h e t h e r 
1 t w a s F i r e t C o I o n y c r s o me ag e n c y b e tw e e n h I m a nd F i. r s t: 
C c - o i I j • , ': i s::: : c I ; e ^ d e c 11 3 • 3 d 11 I 2 y * c j ; d, i :t "'  { : ; : i s u z c • u a , a a r , t n e y 
w o u 1 d r e f u n d t h e m o n e y b a c k t h r o u g h c h a n n e 1 s , e v e n t u a 1 1 y g e t 
1 1 t • :» M r . F I e I s 3 , a n • 5 h e w 01 11 d t a k e c a r e o f 11 w i 11 1 w h : 9 • * r 
I me 1 i"! :M • :: MII[ AWA u i J J . M-J I; 1 b e ? 
A Y e a h . 
Q And .iny new c< 1 mp m y r .ha 1 M 1 F1 e 11 -* wa 1 1 j» 1 f: 1 
liijiia ,'IMJ ' Mil Mijt-jnt u p u n t l i ^ r e c e i p t o i I h u l e t u n d IJ tn.-
p r e m i u m b a c k f r o m F i r s t C 3 l D n y ? 
A Basically, yes. 
Q ' i l i I I I
 4 HI 1 j ' i n m»vf .ift-i t h i s c o n v e r s a t i o n 
y 0 u 1 0 1 d m e 2 b out - . 1 
A I d o n ' t r e c a l l nmTr ^ p p c i f i ^ r ) n v e : u t i n n , .vi i in, 
( h e r (» iiiii ; I11 o I" e "in IIIII I > " d I I 1 1 Lui 1 11 '" :. 1 l e a t h . 
Q You t-1> 1 (i me he was killed on 1 *)c tober 1 61h, was 11? 
A Yeah, 
Q h i t t i u 1  1, in I ' ll 11 UK a y , So y o i 2 f r e te.1 1 i ng me 
t h a t was about ; A u g u s t , u i a t c o n v e r s a t i o n ? 
A Y e c , W e l l , A i r ju s t t h r o u g h 1 
il - -
Q l n t 3 S e p t e m b e r , a r d - - e La.:.:, ^ - «, :1 1- - * 1 
l f i t h , and t h e n you had a c o n v e r s e d i u n ~ 
t hali? 
A Y e s . 
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laps* ad bee 
A 
Q 
A 
Q 
ause you couldn't make the 
The premium? 
That's right. 
So I believe you previous 
through Chubb you just couldn't make 
premium? 
A 
Q 
whether it 
A 
understand 
Q 
A 
probably b 
and 
make 
It's 
Life 
that 
secure 
Q 
That's correct. 
So that policy would have 
was the best thing to do 
Yes. However, there was 
it, before it had truly 1 
Yeah. 
— with Roger Fleiss and 
payments? 
ly told me 
66 
that the policy 
the payments on the 
lapsed reg 
or not; isn 
d iscuss ions 
apsed --
his advice 
e better, more advantageous to us, to 
another one. 
ardiess of 
't that true? 
before -- as I 
that it would 
let it lapse 
Sure, it would be advantageous because you couldn't 
the payments anyway? 
A 
Q 
That's correct. 
Let me show you what's be 
a document that says prepared f 
One Plus, First Colony, and ask 
before? 
A 
Q 
I don't recall, but I pro 
What date is that? This 
en marked as Exhibit 11. 
or Mr. Stevenson, age 47, 
you if you 
bably have. 
is Life One 
've ever seen 
Plus, First 
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c ^ u ^ yon ~enn .IILJI l i j a c ^ l y back no Denver , 
T
 . - 7 -, a * * i l 1 j J " - P 3 , 
, 1 - 1 - L I 3 C - i } t J C e n / e . . 
An 1 \ , lr r e c o L l e c ^ . ' j n i :L? i^fur / l ,n -J -^  r i 
i l 1 L i u m f'n l e i , T n l r i » iu i j e c t i ^ i „ , n 
J 
Y e ; , I b e l i e v e It A/as accompanied wich t i u i , t ^ r e 
f L jm Den ve r 
(,ui i ii j i Lii'j Lands r e p r e s e n t e d In Exh lb . : , 21, \, at 
i s to cay the $41? t h a i i)dd been pr Av; j u^ ly w a t 1 '"f , ^ i, i 1 
when T " 3 ^ T, nu n J« , Hi i Ue^i jn m in in u j Lamar, m a t 
i i LdiiUi_y, u i a t wd,- pa id oy ^ H I , *"•- B - a e l und r t n a t weie 
n e c e s s a r y for y "J to pay a d d i t i o n a l c o v e r a g e ? 
Yes . 
ni i i t i ju t t h i s premium r e f u n d , \on cou ld n o t qe t 
j t h e r c o v e r a g e b e c a u s e y )n d i d n ' t have s u f f i c i e n t fund-' ' i>> 
i f) r e m i J I I , i " I i ' « > i 
*\ i "in n m so s u i * t h a i - t f u l c u u l l n f t h a v e b f e n 
ace Dmpi i s h e d I t ' s j u s * t bu t t h a t 1 . 5 H i e -ny ' v»a "• ' . i r M i 
Roqer m i i c a 1 " ! ' i ! I > J i
 L J . " j i i - «t -^ a i J 
II I H i i in f- n f." i f n n i t i LL 1 c o m p a n y . 
Q Are y u aware i n *he Corap 'a in t t h a t war f ' j 1 M> 
Stevenn , l L . i " i ' « I IM-«I* ' I I if was n e c e s s a i y Llidl thn 
ireLund t nne ue i iu ie yuu g e t o ther i n s u r a n c e ? 
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MR. YOUNG: I f you know. 
Q (3Y MR. CHRISTIAN) I f you know. 
A I d o n ' t know. 
Q But i s t h a t t r u e ? Was i t n e c e s s a r y t h a t t h i s 
re fund come b e f o r e you c ou ld g e t o t h e r i n s u r a n c e ? 
MR. YOUNG: C o u n s e l , t h a t ' s been asked and answered 
7 I s e v e r a l t i m e s , and she j u s t answered i t a g a i n . 
8 Q (BY MR. CHRISTIAN) Is your answer she d o e s n ' t 
9 know? 
10 MR. YOUNG: No. Her answer is on the record. Her 
11 answer was nobody ever suggested that to her, that this is the 
12 way it was going to be, not that she could or couldn't afford 
13 it. It's just that that was the way it was going to be done. 
14 Q (BY MR, CHRISTIAN) Who was it that indicated that 
15 was the way it was going to be done? 
16 A Roger. 
17 Q So that was the way you were going to do it? 
18 A Y e s . 
19 Q And your t e s t imony i s r e g a r d l e s s of whether or not 
20 you cou ld pay an a d d i t i o n a l premium or n o t , t h a t ' s the way i t 
21 was going to be done? 
22 A Y e s . 
23 Q Did Mr. F l e i s s t e l l you t h a t d i r e c t l y ? 
24 A T e l l me what d i r e c t l y ? 
25 Q That t h a t ' s the way i t was going to be handled 
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e j a . d " ! e ; n )f w h e t h e r ,\ n e t you "jou 'd pay any ^the; *•?: uni-urn?' 
A H . c ?Dn7f- " V n / 1 II i ' . i JITI , .in.: i h a c 
A?as 3 . v e n t o ? . : 3 : Ojluryfc : j c . i j : we c a n u s e t n a t .n s e c u : . n j 
i h e new ou 1 i c y . 
Q W,.i" T./ia*-. '- ;i - i„;,,f„;)n" ... i rilju con v e r s a ' : .-.on ? 
A Y e s . 
Q He d i d n ' t s a y a n y t h i n g e l s e ab . 
i- h :i ^ n 
A I d o n ' t r e c a l l a n y t h l n j e . s e . 
Q Diil y HI h a v e iny c e n v e " »i r i ,n ) * i 'i 1 ' •  i 13 
r ? * a i". i i I i' I i o 1 f • i »iy in ha '/1n j t; 11 13 p L em i uin ce Lu rne-i t o you 
a f t e r F i r s t C o l o n y i n d i c a t e d t h e y w o u l d n ' t c o v e r y ^ u r h u s b a n d ? 
A D id r ] i ve h \ in in / - -
Q D i 1
 i JU iiavu1 an;/ c o n v e r s a t i o n , by y o u , M a u r e e n 
S t e v e n s o n e v e r h a v e any " c o n v e r s a t i o n w i t h Roger F l e i ' : ' 5 , 
p e tsona 11.y n ow - r n !,a f i i;•-» i i»
 rimy dH I 3 > i n I • i *• ^ f i' n \ r 11 ( 
" r u ' ^ i Uu1'ii wi 1 t e i 3 r e t a i n i n g t h i s p remium c h e c k b" y -J .if1.,?! 
F i r s t C o l o n y s a i d t h e y w o u l d n ' t i n s u r e L a m a r ? 
A Hi 1 , I 11! 11 I i i 1 « p » 'i • i f i r ,,j 1  1
 i . 
Q UiJ y JU t a l k w i t h a n y o n e a t t h e T a l b e r t C o r p o r a t i o n 
In Denver. ? 
A N ^  . 
Q bi,* you talk to anyone at First Colony? 
A Mo , 
Q p ;l \ 1 mi 1  I ;i i l« I 1 1 | in 1 < 11111, 1  I I 111 [ I t, 1 I III n i.il 0 L W I L c C I "3 ? 
EXHIBIT 8 
IN THE JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT OF UTAH COUNTY 
STATE OF UTAH 
C i v i l No. CV-88-875 Cppy 
DEPOSITION OF: NORMAN CLOSE, J a n u a r y 2 3 , 1990 
MAURINE STEVENSON, a s p e r s o n a l r e p r e s e n t a t i v e of 
LAMAR STEVENSON, 
P l a i n t i f f , 
v . 
FIRST COLONY LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY, TALBERT CORPORATION and 
ROGER FLEISS, 
Defendants. 
FIRST COLONY LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY, 
Third-Party Plaintiff, 
v. 
UNITED UNDERWRITERS AGENCIES, 
Third-Party Defendant, 
PURSUANT TO NOTICE, the deposition of NORMAN CLOSE was 
taken on behalf of the Defendants and Third-Party Plaintiff at 
1120 Lincoln Street, Suite 1100, Denver, Colorado 80203, on 
January 23, 1990 at 2 p.m., before Jill L. Webster, Registered 
Professional Reporter and Notary Public within Colorado. 
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were two of us. 
Q. You and Chris? 
A. That's correct, 
Q. Tell us what you recall about what Lamar decided 
to do about the Chubb policy. 
A. Lamar, through Roger Fleiss, and through Roger to 
our office, discussed pricing of different kinds of coverages 
and the cost of reinstating the Chubb policy up to the point 
where three-and-a-quarter. or three-and-a-half premiums were 
due—or three-quarter premiums were actually due, which were a 
substantial sum of money. And the decision, as we understood 
it, was to be made to go with First Colony as opposed to 
reinstate the Chubb because of the accumulation of premium. 
Q. In January of 1986, did he want to keep the Chubb 
policy at that point? 
A. My understanding was that he did not. 
Q. Where did you get that understanding? 
A. From Roger Fleiss. 
Q. Do you recall what Roger told you? 
A. No, I don't. 
Q. Okay. But it was your understanding that Lamar 
wanted to let the Chubb policy lapse; is that correct? 
A. That's correct. 
(Deposition Exhibit 2 was marked.) 
Q. Can you tell us what Exhibit 2 is? 
1 A. Correspondence between Chris Fresquez and Roger 
2 requesting aviation verification from Lamar Stevenson. 
3 Q. For what? 
4 ' A. Subsequent to issuance of a First Colony life 
5 I insurance policy, part of the underwriting process is to 
6 determine the number of hours and the expertise they have. 
7 Q. So in January of 1986 you were considering 
8 applying to First Colony; is that right? 
9 A. I would assume so. It would appear so. 
10 Q. And the documents attached, are they the aviation 
11 questionnaire, to the best of your knowledge? 
12 A. Yes, they are. 
13 Q. Do you recall discussing First Colony with Lamar 
14 in January of 1986? 
15 A. No, I don't. 
16 (Deposition Exhibit 3 was marked.) 
17 Q. Let's look at the next one, Exhibit 3, a January 
18 16, 1986, letter. Can you identify that? 
19 A. Letter to Roger from Chris Fresquez concerning 
20 illustrations from First Colony. 
21 Q. Is that Chris Fresquez' signature? 
22 A. I believe that it is. 
23 Q. Were you familiar with her signature? 
24 A. I think so. 
25 Q. Have you read that exhibit? 
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1 I A. Yes. 
2 Q. Is that accurate to the best of your knowledge? 
3 A, To the best of my knowledge it is, yes. 
4 (Deposition Exhibit 4 was marked.) 
5 Q. Let's look at Exhibit 4. Can you identify that? 
6 A. That's correspondence from Chubb LifeAmerica to 
7 Lamar Steve concerning a lapse of coverage due to nonpayment. 
8 Q. Did you get copies of that in your office? 
9 A. Normally we did, yes. 
10 Q. Have you seen this before, do you know? You can't 
11 recall? 
12 A. As far as this is—as this case, yes. 
13 Q. This was found in your file; is that right? 
14 A. I think most of this information has come from our 
15 file. 
16 (Deposition Exhibit 5 was marked.) 
17 Q. Tell us what Exhibit 5 is. 
18 A. Appears to be a memo with what appears to be 
19 Chubb1s 800 number covering a reinstatement of a policy number. 
20 Q. Do you recognize the handwriting? 
21 A. I would have to assume it's Chris's, Chris 
22 Fresquez. 
23 I Q. Does it look like hers to you? 
24 I A. I would say so. 
25 | Q. Do you know what "checks sent due first thing" 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
means? 
A. 
Q. 
A. 
sent to Chubb 
Q. 
A. 
Q. 
sent to Chubb 
! 
! 
No, I donft. 
What does it mean to you? j 
I would suppose that it's a premium payment check j 
• 
Do you recall that happening? 1 
No. 
Is that new to you? 
MR. CHRISTIAN: Is what new to him? 
MR. HATCH: The concept of a premium check being 
. 
MR. CHRISTIAN: Just a minute. I don't think he i 
said that. You're asking him what it meant to him. He said he 
assumes that' s what it meant to him. That doesn't mean 
necessarily that's what it means. 
Q. 
A. 
Q. 
was. 
A. 
(BY MR. HATCH) Is that concept new to you? j 
Which concept? 
The concept that a check was sent to Chubb, if it 
If I knew from whom, to what purpose. It wouldn't 
be out of line, but I have no idea for what purpose or from whom 
any check was 
Q. 
file, didn't 
A. 
sent. 
Nowf this came out of your file, the Stevenson 
it? 
My assumption is that everything that you see here 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
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is more than less out of the Talbert file. 
MR. CHRISTIAN: I think it is. 
Q. (BY MR. HATCH) We're referring to Exhibit 5 when 
we say that. So I assume that relates to Stevenson; is that 
correct? 
A. If that's the policy number. 
MR. BAXTER: I think if you look back on Exhibit 4 
they have the policy number on that. 
MR. CHRISTIAN: I think that is a policy number. 
Q. (BY MR. HATCH) If that's the policy number, what 
does that tell you? 
A. Doesn't tell me any more. 
Q. Other than that, this refers to Stevenson on 
Exhibit 5, right? 
A. That's correct. 
(Deposition Exhibit 6 was marked.) 
Q. Let's look at Exhibit 6. I'll give you a chance 
to read that. 
A. Okay. 
Q. Can you identify that? 
A. It is a letter from Chris Fresquez to Lamar 
Stevenson recognizing the receipt of a premium check in Chubb's 
office, but waiting for the reinstatement form. 
Q. Does that refresh your recollection? 
A. Most of this stuff you're seeing, as far as 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
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i 
i 
correspondence, is day-to-day routine and it's usually handled 
not at my level or the producer's level. 1 
Q. 
knowledge, pe 
A. 
paperwork. 
Q. 
A. 
Q. 
was sent from' 
A. 
Q. 
A. 
So Chris would have handled it without your 
rhaps, is what you're saying? : 
She had full authority to do so, to handle the 1 
Were you shaking your head yes? 
Yes. 
I want to make sure. 
Can you tell from that letter where the premium 
P 
I only have a supposition. 
What is your supposition? 
Supposition is it was sent from Lamar 
directly—well, it was sent by Lamar. To where I have no idea. 1 
Q. 
could have be< 
A. 
It could have been sent directly to Chubb or it 
sn sent to you, you don't know which? 
I don't know which. I would speculate that it 
wasn't sent through our office. 
Q. 
A. 
Q. 
reinstate his 
A. 
Q. 
Was not? ; 
Uh-huh. 
Do you recall him changing his mind and wanting to 
policy? 
No. 
With Chubb, I mean. 
1 A. The only thing that I would read into that is if 
2 he pays a premium to reinstate the policy, I would have to 
3 asstime that he decided to reinstate it. 
4 I Q. But you had no independent recollection of that? 
5 A. Oh, no. 
6 Q. Do you have any independent recollection of 
7 talking with him or Roger Fleiss or someone else about him in 
8 January or February of 1986? 
9 A. Any conversations I have about a reinstatement or 
10 other items have always been through Roger. We tried to 
11 correspond and keep the communication going through the producer 
12 and himself. That's a matter of policy. 
13 Q. Do you recall any? 
14 A. No direct contact between me and Lamar. Contacts 
15 between Roger and I were frequent for a number of reasons for a 
16 lot of different cases, or whatever his needs might be. 
17 Q. Did you do anything in connection with Lamar 
18 Stevenson other than this—other than help obtain—excuse me, 
19 let's go back—other than working with him on obtaining life 
20 insurance? 
21 A. In working with Roger to place the coverage. 
22 Q. You were assisting Roger in his efforts to help 
23 Lamar, weren't you? 
24 A. I was assisting Roger in finding markets that 
25 Roger needed for life insurance coverage for Lamar. 
17 
1 I A. The only thing that I would read into that is if 
2 J he pays a premium to reinstate the policy, I would have to 
3 I assume that he decided to reinstate it, 
4 Q. But you had no independent recollection of that? 
5 A. Oh, no. 
6 Q. Do you have any independent recollection of 
7 talking with him or Roger Fleiss or someone else about him in 
8 January or February of 1986? 
9 A. Any conversations I have about a reinstatement or 
10 other items have always been through Roger. We tried to 
11 correspond and keep the communication going through the producer 
12 and himself. That's a matter of policy. 
13 Q. Do you recall any? 
14 A. No direct contact between me and Lamar. Contacts 
15 between Roger and I were frequent for a number of reasons for a 
16 lot of different cases, or whatever his needs might be. 
17 Q. Did you do anything in connection with Lamar 
18 Stevenson other than this—other than help obtain—excuse me, 
19 let's go back—other than working with him on obtaining life 
20 insurance? 
21 A. In working with Roger to place the coverage. 
22 Q. You were assisting Roger in his efforts to help 
23 Lamar, weren't you? 
24 A. I was assisting Roger in finding markets that 
25 Roger needed for life insurance coverage for Lamar. 
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Q. Okay. You viewed Lamar as Roger's client? 
A. Definitely. 
Q. Was he also your client? 
A. No. If you mean to say that is he a Talbert 
Corporation client, this is true, but his agent was Roger 
Fleiss. 
Q. Okay. What was your relationship to him? How 
would you characterize your role? 
A. Market finder. 
Q. Were you entitled to part of the commission if the 
insurance was secured? 
A. No. 
Q. How were you paid for— 
A. I was paid a salary by the Talbert Corporation to 
find coverages and do planning for Talbert Corporation clients. 
Q. So you were not on commission? 
A. No. 
Q. Roger would receive all the commission? 
A. Roger's office received commissions, but he was 
also— 
THE DEPONENT: Correct me if I'm wrong, Bob, but 
he's also on salary, too. 
Q. (BY MR. HATCH) Are we talking about 1986? 
A. It's been that way with the Talbert Corporation 
since the very beginning that the producers were salaried and 
39 
1 or part Is, and two of them appear to be duplicates. 
2 Q. That was a mistake, I think. Just take the most 
3 I complete one. 
4 MR. BAXTER: No, they1re not the same. 
5 MR. CHRISTIAN: They're not the same. 
6 Q. (BY MR. HATCH) I don't think they're the same, 
7 but let's take the most complete one. I think if you look at 
8 Box 1 2 — 
9 A. Replacement, no replacement. Well, obviously the 
10 change of face amount. I don't know how United organized that. 
11 Q. Let's take those three and put tnem in front. 
12 We'll keep it together, and maybe you can tell us what they 
13 are. 
14 A. Except for the actual exam that was done in Utah, 
15 these are applications for life insurance from First Colony that 
16 started at $1,000,000 and was changed to $500,000. And the 
17 other difference is that it was replacement. There appears to 
18 be a replacement; at one time was changed to a non-replacement. 
19 Q. Was this the application sent with Exhibit 17 to 
20 United Underwriters? 
21 A. I would have to assume so. Probably not the one 
22 $1,000,000 one, but the corrected one. Because my recollection 
23 is the decision was made to go to a $500,000 policy instead of 
24 $1,000,000. 
25 Q. What is Select-20? 
45 
Q. Are you familiar with its contents? 
A. Fairly well. We handle a number of companies, and 
all'the conditional receipts for all the carriers are quite 
unique, and also tedious. 
Q. So the conditional receipts are not alike? 
A. Between carriers? 
Q. Yes. 
A. Not necessarily. 
Q. Did you talk to Lamar about this conditional 
receipt? 
A. No. 
Q. But it's your understanding he received a copy; is 
that right? 
A. That's my understanding. 
Q. Let me give you a chance to review itf if you'd 
like to, or are you already familiar with it? 
A. I've scanned it. 
Q. You dealt with United Underwriters in Denver; is 
that right? 
A. That's correct. 
Q. And then they corresponded with the Salt Lake 
office; is that your understanding? 
A. Yes. 
Q. How long had you dealt with them? We'll talk 
about you personally and talk about Talbert Corporation after 
101 
1 whether it was a phone call or written correspondence. It seems 
2 like just a running commentary. 
3 Q. Do you see anything in there indicating a call 
4 requesting return of premium? 
5 A. No. 
6 Q. Do you recall a time when you made a phone call on 
7 that subject? 
8 A. It was subsequent of a phone call from Roger 
9 prompted by Lamar saying, "Where is my premium?" 
10 Q. Would it have been before his death? 
11 A. Definitely, because the conversation was between 
12 Lamar and Roger, not Maurine and Roger. 
13 Q. Can you pin it down any more specifically? 
14 A. No. 
15 Q. Did Roger say it was prompted by Lamar? 
16 A. He would either say, "Lamar wants to know," "the 
17 Stevensons want to know where their money is." It was either 
18 "Stevenson" or "Lamar." 
19 Q. Are you recalling a specific conversation? 
20 A. Yes, to the best of my ability to recall back at 
21 that point in time at that month. That would have prompted my 
22 call to Janet, though, immediately. 
23 Q. Do you recall specifically talking to Janet? 
24 A. Yes. 
25 Q. What did you say? 
104 
1 I Q. (BY MR. BAXTER) As I understand your earlier 
2 (testimony, you have never met or talked with Maurine Stevenson 
3 I or Lamar Stevenson; is that correct? 
4 A. That's correct. 
5 Q. In the middle of this exhibit there1s a sentence 
6 J that starts, "The Denver office changed the ap" — I assume 
7 application—"from $1,000,000 to $500,000 after a phone 
8 conversation with Lamar Stevenson, and he decided he could not 
9 afford the $1,000,000." Would this have been reflected on the 
10 documents we looked at earlier where $1,000,000 was crossed out 
11 and $500,000 was put in? 
12 A. Yes. I probably think that the phone conversation 
13 was one with Roger and not with me. It may have been with 
14 Chris. That I'm not sure. My supposition is Roger Fleiss. 
15 Q. So basically everything you've talked about today 
16 and your information about what went on, as far as Lamar 
17 Stevenson was concerned, would have been relayed to you from 
18 Roger's supposition of what Roger would have done? 
19 A. Or what Lamar and Roger had decided to do. 
20 Q. And that would be conveyed to you by Roger? 
21 A. Yes. 
22 Q. So Roger's testimony on that would be more 
23 accurate as to what Lamar said or what Lamar wanted than your 
24 testimony? 
25 A. Yes. 
EXHIBIT 9 
E ^ - T V . J 
the Talbert corporat ion 
Bl/f'.t.ry BONDf) AND INSU^-r i( .F-. 
DENVER. COLORADO 
3RANO JUNCTION. COLORADO 
JASPER, WYOMING 
SALf LAKE CITY. UTAH 
May 23, 1936 
Mr. Lamar Stevenson 
Lamar D. & Sons Construction, Inc. 
960 North 1600 West 
Mapleton, Utah 84663 
Dear. Mr. S tevenscn: 
After a long discussion with Roger, we considered 'the savings of going 
to a ne»v product for the $1,000,000t worth of coverage to be more 
advantageous to you then to continue to pay the premium or reinstate the 
coverage with Chubb. In this envelope you will find an application 
for First Colony 'that you can fill out at your leisure, The savings can 
be calculated by*ccmparing the annual premium due with First Colony 
versus the nearly $lf200.00 currently due to reinstate the Chubb policy. 
Please feel free to discuss this with Roger or to call me here in 
Denver if I can answer any questions for you. This coverage will 
require a very brief exam that can be done at your office or your 
home which ever is .most convenient for you, ' Thank you for your time 
and patience. 
^ 
es t regaras,
 f.,_^  
Gorman R. Close • 
Vice President 
Enclosure 
NRC:cf 
P.,0. BOX 9364, DENVER, COLORADO 80209, AREA CODE 303/839-1773 
EXHIBIT 10 
Jjirst (a Ionyjve [ns ;/ ' \ince (om van 
PLICATION-PART I 
EASE PRINT OR TYPE 
c , — (olonuA 
P.O. Box 12:80 
Lynchburg, Virginia 24505 
P.O. Sox 2519, Terminal Annex 
I os Angeles, California 90051 
No. U 0 -t £_ L. 
X" s F n FULL NAME OF PROPOSED INSURED (Women, give maiden name.) 
RESIDENCE ADDRESS: Give No.. Street. City, State, and7Jp~Coai" 
9&0 fVcr+A ibCC LOeST-
fT) o.p U -ten, Cl± xJ^ 34 la Q, 5 
How 'ong at this acidress?_ 
10. BENEFICIARY: Give full name, date of birth, and relationship to Pn 
posed Insured. Right to change Beneficiary is reserved to Cwne 
unless otherwise indicated. (Businesses should include address.' 
Pnmary: c 
yea Previous addresses, within past 5 rs 
Describe Duties: v 
Name of Employer i< ^ h 9*. o. i s. > i. s t& is/, t,:j ; 
i\(L 
Business Address: 9 & £ Mor+h iboo tjuezrr 
ffwp/eror) UTAH SV&&3 
DATE OF BIRTH 
Month Day Year 
7-I3-3 9 
5. PI ACE OF BIRTH 
U + oh 
6. SOC. SECURITY NO. 
PLAN AN0 AMOUNT (For Life One™ indicate whether Option 1 or 2 
is applicable.): 
VSUL U c 4 a o . , 
RIDERS: D WP 
r n iher: 
D ADB S„ 
Cu\ct /YICL urz^n
 V T 
^-^.uin," cm I / U^L 
Contingent: ^ i " , 
da fid 9 - ^ - V 
11. LIST ALL INSURANCE IN FORCE ON THE LIFE OF THE PROPOSE 
INSURED: 
Company Amount Ace. Death ilssue Ye 
L RATED CLASS: Issue Rated Class (increased premiums) if ap 
plicable? D Yes NoJZD 
I. OWNER (If other than Proposed insured, give full name, address, 
relationship to Proposed Insured, and S.S. or Employer I.D. No I 
Owner is Q Individual D Sole Proprietorship 
• Corporation D Partnership 
• Trustee (Give name of trust and date of trust agreement.) 
12. REPLACEMENT: Is thisinsurance intended to replace or change ai 
o p t i n g insuranceyfifluding annuities, in any company or socieh 
<(VrXYes N o / / If "'Yes/1 explain. 
13. MODE OF PREMIUM PAYMENT: G Annual J^Semiannu; 
G Quarterly Q Pre-Authorizeo Check • Other: 
14 s If 10UNT REMITTED WITH THIS APPLICATION (in exchange for tl 
Conditional Receipt bearing the same number as this application) 
* V/Q , °° _ _ ^ 
15. SEND PREMIUM NOTICES TO: js^esidence • Busines 
• Owner (If other than Proposed insured). If more than one Owne 
give name and address of the one Owner who should receive tl 
original notice: 
D Other: 
1- -,; OMATIC PREMIUM L O A N : / ^ Yes No D (Will be effect!' 
it applicable unless checked here.) 
l7." SPECIAL REQUESTS: ~ _ " _ _ 
•epresent that the statements and answers given in this application are true, complete, and correctly recorded to the best of my knowledge and belief 
jree that: (1) the entire contract will consist of this application and the policy issued in response to it; (2) no agent of the Company can: (a) make or modi 
mtracts; (b) waive any rights or requirements of the Company; or (c) waive any information requested by the Company; and (3) except as provided in t 
onditional Receipt, if issued, with the same number as this application, no insurance will take effect unless: (a) the policy is delivered to the Owner; (b) t 
'St modal premium is paid; and (c) there has been no change since the date of this application in the insurability of all persoas proposed for insuranc 
acknowledge receipt o4-4he Notice to Proposed Insured 
igned at L A ^ _ V & ^ 
^^t^^i. 
19 SA 
W ^ ^ " 
Proposed Insured 
- ^ O^flM r ' t f I h a r t h -) n D r n n n c a H I n C11 f" p H \ 
APPLICATION - PART il NONMEDICAL 
PLEASE PRINT 
P.O. Box 1280 P.O. Box 2619. Terminal Annex 
Lynchburg, Virginia 24505 Los Angeles, California 90051 
This section is to be completed if no medical axamination is requirad. Tha PROPOSED INSURED should commant on all "Yes" answers in tha "Get; 
section. 
Fail Name of P^ooosed Insured . Mx / K o r >Q • V J ^ ^ / M ; n. 
1. a. Name and address of your persona! physician (if none, so slate) \ ^ \ s 
Date of Birth % U3 IJ>? s s N o . f T J . S W j 
ana 
c. What treatment was given or medication prescribed" 
4. Are you now under observation or taking treatment or medication? 
5. Have you had any change in weight in the past year? 
a. if "Yes," how much? Gain lbs., Loss lbs. 
b, Give present height ^ ft. . 5 in., weight /^ l lbs. 
0. Have you ever: 
a. Smoked cigarettes? I f " Yes.'' how many daily? , 
Has use been discontinued? If "Yes," explain. 
b. Used alcoholic beverages? If "Yes," how often and how many ounces? 
Has use been discontinued? If "Yes, " explain. 
• 
c. Used narcotics, stimulants, sedatives, hailucinogenics, or any other drugs 
not prescnbea by a physician? If "Yes," what kind and what frequency and 
amount? 
Has use been discontinued? If "Yes," explain. 
Form No. 500-06 ("C.imn'pt* r?».pf*o c<rio ^icn\ 
tin 
w a 
Have you ever been treated for or ever had any known indication of: Yes No 
a. Disorder of eyes, ears, nose, or throat? • f±> 
b. Dizziness, fainting, convulsions, head injury, headaches, speech defect, 
par-lysis or stroke, tremor, muscle weakness, depression, other mental or 
nervous disorder7 • 
c. Shortness of breath, persistent hoarseness or cough, blood spitting, bron-
chitis, pleurisy, asthma, emphysema, tuberculosis, or chronic respiratory 
disorder? • 
d. Chest pain, palpitation, high blood pressure, rheumatic fever or other severe 
infection, heart murmur, heart attack, varicose veins, phlebitis, or other 
disorder of the heart or blood vessels? C 
e. Jaundice, intestinal bleeding, ulcer, hernia, appendicitis, colitis, diver-
ticulitis, hemorrhoids, recurrent indigestion, or other disorder of the 
stomach, intestines, liver, gallbladder, pancreas, or spleen? 
f. Sugar, albumin, blood or pus in urine, venereal disease, stone or other 
disorder of _kidney, bladder, prostate, or reproductive organs? 
g. Diabetes, goiter, thyroid, or other endocrine disorders? 
h. Neuralgia, neuritis, sciatica, rheumatism, arthritis, gout, or disorder of the 
muscles or bones, including the spine, back and joints? 
i. Deformity, lameness, or amputation? 
j . Disorder of skin or lymph glands, cyst, tumor, or cancer? 
k. Allergies, anemia, bleeding tendency, or other disorder of the blood? 
3. Other than above, have you within the past 5 years: 
a. Had any mental or physical disorder not listed above? 
b. Had a checkup, consultation, illness, injury, surgery? 
c. Been a patient in a hospital, clinic, sanatorium, or other medical facility? 
d. Had EKG, X-ray, other diagnostic test? 
e. Been advised to have any diagnostic test, hospitalization, or surgery which 
was not completed? 
• G 
• 
G 
a 
a 
a 
\ET 
E-
B^ 
&\ 
^\ 
EH 
E l^ 
ed 
*H 
EH 
a 
a 
• 
a &\ 
art 
ip 
DETAILS of "Yes" answers. (IDENTIFY QUE 
NUMBER, CIRCLE APPLICABLE ITEMS: I 
diagnoses, dates, duration, and names ar 
dresses of all attending phys;c:ans and -, 
facilities.) 
D SH 
a a 
a 
a a 
c s-
a a 
_ _ T J u i o t n T wrn-L_ MrrrtiCAQl 
HJO any r.v,s:c:. cr menm :;n,::!iO:i aver rjs'jl:JO n f,me lest from oorforming | ^gnoses, dates, duration^ 
your cirijs .n:cnnec;icr: ;;i;nvour*5m:;cym?nt :r military service? G j_^rdresses of all attending phyl 
| facilities.,) 
9. Have you ever reauested cr received a pension, benefits, or payment because of 
an injury, s'.cxness. or disability7 [ j «rT 
0. Has any comcany or society declined to issue, reinstate, cr renew a policy; of-
fered a rated or modified policy. or pestooned or cancelled any insurance cn your 
life7 ' C 
1. Is any application or informal inquiry for insurance cn your iife or heaith pending j 
m any other company or society, or nave you ever withdrawn such an application | 
or informal inquiry7 G _* ] 
2 Do you intend to fly other than as a passenger or have you flown other than as a ...-
passenger during the past 2 years7 (If "Yes," complete Aviation Questionnaire,) Ef C 
3. Have you in the past 2 years engaged in, or do you expect to engage in, racing 
(automobiie, go-kart. cycle, boat, snowmobile) or diving (skin, scuba, sky)? (If 
"Yes/* complete Hazardous Activity Questionnaire.) D 
4. Family History: Is there a history of tuberculosis, diabetes, cancer, high blood 
pressure, heart or kidney disease, mental illness, or suicide? II] 
urf 
&T 
Father 
Mother 
Brothers and Sisters! No. Living JC 
j No. Dead 
Age if 
Living 
£6 
^SL_ 
Age at 
Death Cause of Death 
*{* I !<,r writer Qr>r-<{ 
1 . . . ^ * /-£ 
! 
5. Answer if applicable: Yes No 
a. Have you ever had any disorder of menstruation, pregnancy, or of the female 
organs or breasts? L_ 
b. To the best of your knowledge and belief are you i low pregnant? G G 
represenUhat the statements and answers given above are In ie, complete, and correctly recorded to the best of my knowledge and belief, 
>igoa_au -J2 J U l ^ c 2 ^ / ^ ^ ^ y , (dUk^t— this ZSo? *& of T \ 7 , ^ ^ ^ ^
 i g ^ 
i f
 rl ' Proposed insured 
:ASE PRINT Lynchburg, Virginia 245G5 LOS Ajiqcics, uamornia ?UUJ i 
mplala il MEDICAL EXAMINATION is raquirod. The MEDICAL EXAMINER is asked to common! on ail "Yes" answers in the "Details" soctisn 
1 Name of Proposed insured _L(^Mcif f) - 5 ^ 1 / 6 ^ 5 0 / 0 nainninirih ^l)3l 5<?S.S. N o ^ U ^ V , 
a. Name and address o( your personal physician (((none, so stale) HOH <£. _ ^ 
b. Dale and reason lor last consultation 
C. What treatment was given or medication prescribed? , 
fes 
a 
D 
a 
No 
^ 
& 
'Have you ever been treated lor or ever had any known indication o(: 
a. Disorder ol eyes. ears, nose, or throat? 
b. Dizziness, fainting, convulsions, head injury/headaches, speech delect,, 
paralysis or stroke. Irernor. muscle weakness, depression, other mental or 
nervous disorder? 
c. Shortness of breath, persistent hoarseness or cough, blood spilling, bron-
chitis, plcunsy, jislluna. emphysema, tuheiculosis, or chronic respiratory 
disorder? 
d. Chest pain, paipilaliun, high blood pressure, rheumatic lever or other severe 
infection, huait murmui, heail attack, varicuse veins, phlebitis, or other 
disuidei ol the hejil ur hluud vessels? 
e. .Juumlicu. inicslmul bleeding, ulcer, herma, appendicitis, colitis, diver-
ticulitis, hemorrhoids, recurrent indigestion, or other disorder of the 
stomach, intestines, liver, gallbladder, pancreas, or spleen? 
I. Sugar, albumjcLjjIood or pus in urine, venereal disease, stone or other 
disorder ofcTTjdneygladder, prostate, or reproductive organs? 
g Oiabetes, goiter, thyroid, or other endocrinj_disorders? 
h Neuralgia, neuritis, sciatica, rheumafismf aFthritis^gout, or disorder of the 
muscles or bones, including the spine, blciTanaloinls? 
L Deformity, lameness, or amputation? 
j . Disorder of skin or lymph glands, cyst, tumor, or cancer? 
k Allumies anemia blct»dina tendencv. or other disorder of the hloori'? 
H 
D 
D 
a 
n 
D IS-
D 
feL 
D 
H-
Other lhanabove, have you within the past 5 years. 
a Had any menial or physical disorder not listed above? D 
b. Had a QfrcFTup; consultation, illness, injury, suryery? W 
c. Bcewj patient in a hospital, clinic, sanatorium, or other medical laciidv? Q 
d. HadjEKft X-ray. other diagnostic test? 0 
e. Been advised to have any diagnostic test, hospitalization, or surgery which 
was not completed? D 
Are you now under observation or taking treatment or medication? D 
Have you had any change in weight in the past year? Q 
a. II "Yes.* ' how much? Gain lbs.. Loss lbs. 
b. Give present height ft in., weighl Ubs. 
ta 
G 
H. 
D 
H 
J? 
J* 
DETAILS ol "Yes" answers. (IDENTIFY : : J S : : 
NUMBER, CIRCLE APPLICABLE ITEMS: Inc; 
diagnoses, dales, duration, and name: and 
dresses of ail attending physicians and mec 
facilities.) 
Have you ever: 
a. Smoked cigarettes? II "Yes," how many daily? D t3 
Has use been discontinued? II "Yes." explain. D D 
b. Used alcoholic beverages? II "Yes." how often and how many ounces? O KJ 
. Has use been discontinued? II "Yes," explain. • • 
C. Used narcotics, stimulants, sedatives, hallucinogenics. or any other drugs 
not picscnbed by a physician? II "Yes ." what kind and whal Irequencyand D Q 
amount? ; 
Has use been discontinued7 II "Yes ." explain. D O 
fm flu U><? (l.ami»lilc IUVUIM: Liile ;ilr,») 
1Q05 oJr t i f ^ k UoJUhi j ^ 
c}3o/u''6.-oo'cJ' 
3b'. Kf &rplots' 
3 25" Co -CtnU-r- , •-•<£• 
^b# nt*sh f=~o>-e, L</- .Ft 
4o 's^eJi"oZ D r . Lui<~, 0 . r > 
p.O'&oy 37 ci 
\3cl' ^(c-S- cU>ra /*)-f-
•rcs{ 
JOOO £. f/ujyC 
V 
..v.. . . . u i iw iii ume lost from performing j diagnoses, dales, duronon, ano names 
your dunes m cu/wiecho/1 wi!h yuur employment or .notary service? fl 3 \ ^ ' e s s e s °* ais attending physicians and 
. _ _ _ ; . ft:.Mies.) 
9. Have you ever requested of received a oens.'on, henH.fs. or payment becau e al 
an injury, sickness, or dical.aiy' 
0, Has any comoany or society declined lo issue, reinstate, or renew a policy; ot-
tered a rated or modified policy; or postponed or cancelled any insurance on your 
life? 
I Is any application of informal ic\(\ui(y for insurance on your IIIQ or health penaing 
in any other company or society, or have you ever withdrawn such an application 
or informal inquiry? v ^ 
2. Co you mfena !o fly other Itian as a passenger or nave yea ::own ::r.er :han .^ a 
passenger during tne past 2 years? (tt "Yes/* complete Aviation Questionnaire.) ST C I 
3. Have you in the past 2 years engaged in, or do you expect to engage in, 'ac:;-i 
(automobile, ga-kart, cycle, boat, snowmobile) or diving (skin, scuba, skyf " 
."Yes," complete Hazardous Activity Questionnaire.) 
4. family History: Is fhere a history oi tuberculosis, diabefes, cancer, high b,\: , j 
pressure, heart or. kidnuy disease, mental illness, or suicide? 
Age il 
tsa 
Father _ 
Mother 
Brothers and Sisters No. Living . jL . 
No. Oead 
_ jjviny _ 
Age at 
Jlcajh 
62-
Cause of Death 
Ixttcapfw as.Cu'h+M 
15 --"-s^er .1 applicable: "'.:; 
a. Have you ever had any disorder of menstruation, pregnancy, or of the 'ema ~ 
organs or breasts? - LI 
b. To ihe Desi ot your knowledge and beiie! are you now pregnant? C 
D 
D 
r:^< 
\ * u u ' -
Cist," 
r\JL T- L 
<Tc 
, . j 
i 
i 
V ' ^ 
J '^-
• • / ' - C 
1 ^ / 
-fl^iZ 
12 ^ 
*-" *-*v. 
" represent that the statements and answers given above are true, complete, and correctly recorded lo ihe Desi ol my knowledge and belie!. 
Signed al J J j n & ^ Jlfn" -''LLk&L* this _ ^ X o ( / ^ T ^ J ^ ^ ^ / ^ « i 
"_J^uJ^jLrj.]huj.uvcu^ ^L^L^£ 
Examiner Proposed Insured 
yjuf duties .n connection ;;i;n ycur' 
2. r r i C ' i ' M ' 
' time icst from ncrtorming 
-jr.i -r m:;itarv service7 'dresses of all attending p h y ^ ^ 
facilities.) 
Have you ever reauestea crreceivea a censicn, benefits, or payment because of j 
an injury, sickness, or disability? G E i 
Has any comoany or society declined to issue, reinstate, or renew a policy; of-
fered a rated or moaified pclicy; or postponed or cancellea any insurance en your 
Is any acpiicaticn cr ;nicrm:i mcuiry fcr insurance en your lite or health sending 
in any other company ot society, or nave you ever withdrawn such an application 
or informal inquiry7 G £ f 
I. Do you intend to fly other than as a passenger or have you flown other than as a ^ 
passenger during the past 2 years7 (If " Y e s , " complete Aviation Questionnaire.) *&i G 
3. Have you in the past 2 years engaged in, or do you exoect to engage in, racing 
(automobile, go-kart, cycle, boat, snowmobile) or diving (skin, scuba, sky)? (If , . 
" Y e s , " complete Hazardous Activity Questionnaire.) G £Kj 
4. Family History: Is there a history of tuberculosis, diabetes, cancer, high blood i ^ 
pressure, heart or kidney disease, mental illness, or suicide? G CB; 
Age if 
Living 
Age at 
Death Cause of Death 
Father I 
Mother 
Brothers and Sisters No. Living ^ 
No. Dead 
- i — ^ ~ ^ » — i 
C*> ! 
*3L i 
I 
5. Answer if applicable: Yes No 
a. Have you ever had any disorder of menstruation, pregnancy, or of the female 
organs or breasts? G G 
b. To the best of your knowledge and belief are you now pregnant? G G 
l represent that the statements and answers given above are true, complete, and correctly recorded to the best of my knowledge and belief. 
- th is ^ P < > claynf T V 7 / I A ^ ._ 19.55 
gent - / , J, _ zi*z/**>' Proposed Insured 
y J am piemiums oe paiay 
If Pre-Authonzed Check, have authorization cards been obtained? 
D Yes No G 
if Government Allotment basis, has allotment been filed? 
O Yes No G 
If Pre-Authorized Check or Government Allotment basis, have 2 
monthly premiums been collected? G Yes No G 
if "No, " explain: 
i. if Proposed insured is not the major income earner, how much in-
surance does the spouse nave7 S if spouse is not 
insured, give reason: 
t. Who is the Beneficiary of the spouse's insurance? 
L What is the purpose of this insurance? 
>. If Owner \s a corporation or partnership, are the officers or partners in-
sured for the benefit of the firm? • Yes No D 
If "No,"explain: 
6. If the plan applied for is Life One,rMgive mode ana amount c 
periodic premiums. Attach proposal. 
7. To the cast of your knowledge and Deiiei is repiacemen1 
G Yes No G If "Yes," attach a full explanation 
plication, including a copy of the comparison form you prec: 
Prooosed insured and any other special forms required by \ 
which the application was signed. 
8. Has a medical exam been scneduled?/^rfo£/Xd jg^/es 
9. SPECIAL QUESTIONS FOR AGENTS IN STATES WITH LAW J 
ING COMMISSIONS ON PERSONAL OR OTHER CONTRC 
SURANCE: is the insurance applied for in the category in v> 
ment of commission may be restricted under the laws of v< 
C Yes 
If "Yes," are you qualified to receive the commission? 
D Yes 
10. REMARKS: 
I represent that: (1)1 have personally seen the Proposed Insured; (2) I have truly and accurately recorded on this application the information as su 
the Owner and the Proposed Insured; (3) to the best of my knowledge and belief there is nothing adversely affecting the insurability of the Proposec 
other than as indicated in this application: and (4) the written disclosure statement was given on or before the date the application was signed 
where applicable. 
(This raport must include each agent's name who has an interest in this application. Unless/otherWise indicated, each £jer)H>£i! have an equal in 
Other Soliciting Agent 
y/[jr\<^> 
Other Soliciting Agent 
uate (s v-^ boiiciting Agent 
1
 Soliciting Agent's Address 
PLEASE PRINT PART IV - GENERAL AGENT'S REPORT 
1. Genera! Agent: 
FCLCodeNo: 
2. Agents Entitled to Receive Commission: 
3. Has inspection report been ordered? • Yes 
If "Yes," attach copy of order ticket to application. 
4. Single Case Agreement attached? • Yes 
Plata Qinnatura nt Hanarai Anpnt 
AUTHORIZATION TO OBTAIN ANO DISCLOSE INFORMATION 
! understand that First Colony Life insurance Company, its reinsurers, any insurance support organizations, ana their authorized representatives ma\ 
to collect information on me in regard to proposed life insurance coverage. 
Therefore. I authorize any licensed ohysician, medical oractitioner. hospital, clinic or other medical or medically related facility, insurance or remsu 
companies, the Medical Information Bureau, Inc., consumer reporting agency, financial sources, ana employers to furnisn the types of iniorr 
specified in this Authorization upon presentation of this Authorization or a photocopy. 
The types of information will induce information about my mental and physical health, other insurance coverage. partic;oat!on in hazardous act; 
character, general reputation, moce of living, finances, occupation, and otr.er personal characteristics. 
The information will be used by First Colony Life and its reinsurers to determine insurability anc/or oy the insurance agent to aid ;n updating and imp 
my insurance program. 
The information collected may be disclosea to other insurance companies to which i have aooiiea or may aooiy. reinsurance companies, the Ved'ca! 
mation Bureau. Inc.. or other persons or organizations performing business, professional, or insurance functions 'or First Colony Life of as may :e 
wise legally allowed. 
I understand that I may request to receive a copy of this Authorization. 
This Authorization will be valid for two years after the date of signing. 
NOTICE TO PROPOSED INSURED - PART I 
In connection with your application (cr insurance, an investigative consumer reoort may De orecared whereby information is obtained ihrougn per^c 
terviews with your family, fnencs. neighbors, business associates, financial sources, or others witn whom you are acquainted. This inquiry mciuce^ 
mation as to your character, general reputation, personal characteristics. and mode of living. If an investigative consumer report is prepared in conr 
with your application, you may receive a copy of that report ucon written request to the Company. 
information regarcing your msuraDiiity will be treated as confidential. First Colony Life Insurance Comcany or its reinsurers may, however, .Take 
report thereon to (he Medical Information Bureau, a non-profit memcersh'O organization of life insurance companies, which ccerates an sntormaticr 
change cureau on behalf cf its memcers. if you aody to another Bureau memcer company tor nie or r.eaith insurance coverage, or a claim :or oer ; 
sucmiceo to sucn a company, me Bureau, ucon recuest. wiii supciy such, company with :he information :t may nave m :ts t;.e. 
Uoon receipt of request'rem you, :r.e Bureau wni arrange discrcsure or ar.y inforrr.aticn it may nave in your ;i!e. NOTE. (Medical information w.i! be c:sc 
oniy to your attending physician.; if you Question :he accuracy of information in the Bureau"a :,;e. you may contact the Bureau ana see* a correction 
corcance wKh the ofccecures set forth in the teaeraf Fair Credit Reporting Ac:. The access of the Bureau "s information office is Post Office Sox 105 
Station, Boston. Massachusetts 02112 Tei. (517)426-3660. 
First Colony Life insurance Comcany or its reinsurers may also release information in its file to other life insurance companies to whom you may apply' 
or health insurance, or to wnom a claim for Denefits may he submitted. 
FIRST COLONY LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY, P.O. Box 1280, Lynchburg, Virginia 24505 Tef.(804) 845-0911 
CONDITIONAL RECEIPT No. L 0 9 4 2 2 7 
This receipt is to be issued if payment is made at the time the application is signed; otherwise, it must not be detached. 
The conditions specified in Paragraph "FIRST" must be fulfilled exactly if insurance is to become effective prior to policy delivery. Neither the 
nor the medical examiner is authorized to alter or waive these conditions. 
I received from CAO/rnxis)' -^JuT./.U>,nxhy>h t h i s _ 
the sum of $ _ /&& in connection with this aoclii 
for life insurance to the (Jompany. This receipt bears the same date ana number as the application. 
FIRST. CONDITIONS PRECEDENT UNDER WHICH INSURANCE MAY BECOME EFFECTIVE PRIOR TO POLICY DELIVERY. 
IF all the following conditions are fulfilled exactly: 
(1) All medical exams, tests, X-rays, and EKG's required by Company rules must be completed. 
(2) The first modal premium for the amount of insurance which may become effective prior to policy delivery must be received with this ap 
tion. 
(3) On the date that insurance becomes effective under the terms of this receipt. each person to be covered must be insurable at the class: 
applied for, for the plan and amount applied for, without change and at the rate of premium paid. 
THEN insurance as provided by the policy applied for and for an amount not exceeding that specified in Paragraph "SECOND" will become effective < 
latest of: 
(1) the date of Part I of this application; 
(2) the date of completion of all medical exams, tests, X-rays, and EKG's required by Company rules; and 
(3) the Date of Issue, if any, requested in the application. 
Any alternate or additional insurance applied for will not become effective under this receipt. 
SECOND. LIMITS PROVISION: MAXIMUM AMOUNT OF INSURANCE WHICH MAY BECOME EFFECTIVE PRIOR TO POLICY DELIVERY. 
The total amount of life insurance and ADB which may become effective prior to policy delivery cannot exceed $300,000. This amount includes ai 
surance and ADB previously issued or applied for. in the Company. 
THIRD. RETURN OF AMOUNT REMITTED. 
The sum paid in exchange for this receipt will be returned upon demand and surrender of this receipt if: 
(1) no insurance becomes effective under the terms of this receipt; or 
(2) the Company declines this application. 
This receiot is not valid unless signed by the agent who receives payment. THE PREMIUM MUST BE PAID BY CHECX OR MONEY ORDER MADE PAY, 
TO THE COMPANY. DO NOT MAKE CHECX OR MONEY OROER PAYAB1E TO THE AGENT OR LEAVE THE PAYEE BLANK. Any check or money order gi\ 
payment of this premium must be honored on the first presentationjor'payment. If you do not hear from the Company regarding the proposed insur 
within 60 days, notify the Company at its home office in Lynchburg, Virginia. Give the name of the agent, date and amount paid, and the number o 
receipt. 
Signed at. 
/ ^ > ~ 
Licensed Resident Agent 
i I M J t W '"- i « I 
a. Height 
(In Shoes) 
5 "•£> in-
l l j U iUJ , O U U t y , H id J U U J I 
Weight 
(Clothed) 
Chesl (Full 
inspiration) 
i f i in-
Chesl(Forced 
Expiration) 
3 ^ in. 
Abdomen, at 
Umbilicus 
J 5 ^ - m. 
b. Did you weigh? IrfYes No O Did you measure? ETYes No D 
c. How did you identify the applicant? 
S-eCrzla-ry - inJ-irodjLLcccJ fxi^ 
d. Is appearance unhealthy or older lhan staled age? D Yes No B ^ 
e. Are you related to the Proposed Insured? D Yes No 2 ^ 
f. 'Have you seen the Proposedjnsured professionally before this 
exam? Q Yes No & 
Blood Pressure (Record ALL readings) 
(include additional readings if above 140/90.) 
Svstolic 
Diastolic 5th phase 
17SO/ 
Putse: 
Rate 
Irregularities per minute 
Z s: 3=. 
At Rest 
VO 
_ _ _ V \ _ 6 Y v ^ 
After Exercise 
"^^-<L 
3 Minules Laler 
Head: Is llwre any: 
Enlargement D Yes No D Dyspnea D Yes No D 
Murmur(s) D Yes No D Edema D Yes No D 
(Describe mumur(s) below—if more than one, describe separately) 
Location 
Constant 
Transmitted 
Localized 
Systolic 
Presystolic 
Diastolic 
Soll(Gr. 1-2) 
Mod. (Gr. 3-4) 
Loud (Gr. 5-6) 
Alter Exercise: 
Increased 
Decreased 
Unchanged 
a 
D 
a 
a 
G 
D 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
• 
• , 
• D -
c 
c 
c G ~ 
n 
a 
a 
a 
indicate: 
Apex by X 
Murmur area by C 
Point ol greatest 
intensity by O 
Transmission by —*-
for comments and your impression or diagnosis. 
Is there on examination any abnormality ot the following: 
(Circle applicable items and give details.) 
a. Eyes. ears, nose, mouth, pharnyx? 
b. Skin (include scars), lymph nodes, varicose veins or 
pcripheial arteries? 
c. Nervous system (include reflexes, gait, paralysis)? 
d. Respiratory system? 
e. Abdomen (include liver, spleen, and scars)? 
I. Genitourinary system (include prostate)? 
Yes No 
D • 
a 
0 
a 
a 
a 
a 
D 
D 
a 
a 
MI.i M.I sn:» ffii<:itiirli* irvrt*;t* *nlL* :il".(il - - • — . — . - — -
DETAILS of " Y e s " answers. (Identify iiem. 
g. Endocrine system (include thyroid and breasts)? D D 
h. Musculoskeletal system (include spine, joints, amputa-
tions, deformities)? D a 
3. a. Are there any hernias? 
b. Any hemorrhoids? 
D G 
D D 
;
. Urinalysis: j . Specif?c_Gravi(y 
7W5"" 
_b Albumin 
]
^M-
c. Sugar, 
VxlCV 
d. Is specimen being sent to the home allies? O r e s No G 
!. Are you aware ol additional medical history? G Yes No 
(A conddential report may be sent to the Medical Director) 
performed this exainination at l,XA M. " 1 1 P.M. on the LLC. day of J K . J ^ £ _ 
'umlnaiionnudeAl f I rnyoUice individual's ollice G individual's home D other 
EiifTunci \ addreii iOOO G-. ( i . ^ / A ' £ 4 / / - h<isj.^L. G» ' ^ ' v3< 
I9i 
tEASHPmnr ^ v"- ,--a--v-" MEDICAL FEE VOUCilEH 00M0T0E 
Tie Company will pay a reasonable and cuslomary lee lor this Insurance exam. Payment of your lee will be made Irom this voucher withift 30 days. Mc 
ronai billing will be necessary. . X J ^ J ? + J ^ ^ . - ± L ~ .^+L--~~-.-..^ -_- j . \ - • . ^ T ^ i - t . . .-.<<•. /jy-: ; f .AMv -"...
 Si.
;
. : ;^£'";f 
• f f p i i V n ^ ^ ,"<5/e ^ n s o h : ^ ^ ^ ^ - -
 n^of Birth'rJT/ / 3 '-*7:S 
examiner's Name and Address 
K^:^^:'%MO~''~G. C^LU^" fcbll-'hZU/ell G. ^ y 3 / ^ r ^ ^ ^ i ' 
• j . H-;:. 
mpfoydpfjTlNo^J 
fe'i. ' l"- i'v-: 
' Amount of lee for 'v'~'_. «o
 / -
;
' *" " \ ^ y r 
• Ihis insurance exam %19~~ & * > K - * fcL6> 
HOME OFFICE USE: AMOUNT $. 
DATE 
CODE # METHOD 
PAID BY 
I 1 • i i I ! * I I i i 
vc< n NO Q AMB. Q BED. O PREV ECG* 
CUN OtAC. 
RHYTHM: SINUS O OTHER 
ELECTROCARDIOGRAPH REQUEST 1 ^ 0 / -,'t , ' f / 3 . / 
a AGE 
OROEREDBY / EMERG. a OIG. a °
,J ,N 
ELECTROCARDIOGRAPH REPORT 
M.O. 
RATES 
ATR. VENTR. 
INTERVALS: 
PR QRS Q^ C 
AXIS: 
DESCRIPTION: 
P 
QRS 
S-T 
T.U. 
LIM8 LEAOS 
PRECORDIAL LEADS 
PATIENT IDENTIFICATION 
Lai/War O-S-kvenson 
fw&t Coloviu U-d 
INTERPRETATION 
J 
I DATE, INTERPRETS) RV-
.MO 
ORIGINAL SUBMISSION: 
INSURED(S) 
1. Laivcr Stevenson 
2 . 
3 . 
4 . 
CCB °'d / 1 3 / 3 9 / v 
CC3 / / NS/S 
D03 / / NS/S 
DOB / / / NS/S 
DOB / / , NS/S 
PURPOSE 
1 . THEME -
7 
2. NEED - #51P, . ( ?0 < 0~ H 
3 . TYPE OF COVERAGE - ' T V A w\ JsC\ 0-PAr<J\O <>iU-/o ^tyl^o^rkM^ 
X 
OPINION 
1. MEDICAL VIEW - \j/AhJ^^J(. l/bw^t ICU^p f^^j > ^ 
^ 
2. NON-MEDICAL VTF.-J - ^ / W ^ ^ , ^ - > ^ w T lOWM~^^]^-a* 
ORIGINAL SUBMISSION 
FINANCES 
1. PERSONAL INSURANCE 
INCOME: (So»~^-^. ba^ r^^r-* yv^^~ <^J? 
i » * ' — . 1 — 1 • • • . « „ _, >, , , ...La . . , , , £ , , • * m .-
WORTH: 
UNEARNED INCOME: 
WORK: (J^paj-^r\ 
DUTIES: ' f o ^ f e P &iHwSzt>M^ V ^ ^ ^ ^ U / 7 
JUSTIFICATION: T o < 4 - / W ^ , ^ ^ / * ^ ~ « i * & ~ . 
2 . EUSINESS INSURANCE 0 £> 
FIRM: 
BUSINESS FIRM: 
INDUSTRY: 
WORTH: 
INCOME: 
THEME: 
JUSTIFICATION: 
OTHER 
COMPETITION? ^^tv^-^ 
FUTURE SALES? &T*S-<A fCo- AA^[^ C*-£J~i~- /^ /,
 fl(0. flO 
OLD INSURANCES? 
ENCLOSURES: Review. Print outs. Financial Statanents. Buy-Sell. Work Papers. 
Spread Sheets. 
EXHIBIT 11 
^-jirst (olomfjife Insurance (ompany 
APPLICATION -PART I 
'LEASE PRINT OR TYPE 
P.O. Box 1280 
Lynchburg, Virginia 24505 
P.O. Box 2619, Terminal Annex 
Los Angales, California 90051 
No L 09422 
1. FULL NAME OF PROPOSED INSURED ^ M fO 
(Women, give maiden name.) 
•iViSESIDENCE ADDRESS: Give No., Street, City, State, and Zip Code 
How long at this address?_ 
Previous addresses, within past 5 years : 
3. OCCUPATION: 
Describe Outies: 
Name of Employer: 
Business Address: 
4. DATE OF BIRTH 
Month Day Year 
9*13-39 
5. PLACE OF BIRTH 
U + ctk 
6. SOC. SECURITY NO. 
7. PLAN AND AMOUNT (For Life One,™ indicate whether Option 1 or 2 
is applicable.): ^
 f 
^ /J COO, &GQ 
RIDERS: C W P • ADB $ 
• Other: 
i. RATED CLASS: Issue Rated Class (Increased premiums) if ap-
p l i c a b l e ? ^ 
l. OWNER (If other than Proposed Insured, give full name, address, 
relationship to Proposed Insured, and S.S.or Employer I.D. No.): 
Owner is • Individual • Sole Proprietorship 
• Corporation • Partnership 
D Trustee (Give name of trust and date of trust agreement.) 
10. BENEFICIARY: Give full name, date of birth, and reiatlonsnip to 
posed Insured. Rignt to change Beneficiary is reserves to Cw 
unless otherwise indicates. (Businesses shouid include acdres 
Primary: ^ a / / U r . £ sSUoi/itcni Tru 
Contingent: —- \ , . X 
T r u s f ULfidlr TritU- Qar^?„ 
JST ALL INSURANCE IN FORCE ON THE LIFE OF THE PROPC 
JSURED: 
Company 
W 4 ? X^^, 
Amount Ace. Death Issue 
12. REPLACEMENT: Is this insurance Intended to replace or change 
exiting insurance, inducing annuities, in any company or soc; 
X y e s No D If "Yes," explain. 
13. MODE OF PREMIUM PAYMENT: D Annual • Semianr 
D Quarterly Q Pre-Authorized Check D Other: 
14. AMOUNT REMITTED WITH THIS APPLICATION (in exchange for 
Conditional Receipt bearing the same number as this applicatioi 
$ 
15. SEND PREMIUM NOTICES TO: • Residence D Busin 
• Owner (If other than Proposed Insured). If more than one Owi 
give name and address of the one Owner who shouid receive 
original notice: 
D Other: 
16. AUTOMATIC PREMIUM LOAN: • Yes 
if applicable unless checked here.) 
No D (Will be effec 
17. SPECIAL REQUESTS: 
epresent that the statements and answers given in this application a# true, complete, and correctly recorded to the best of my knowledge and belie 
ree that: (1) the entire contract will consist of this application and the policy issued in response to it: (2) no agent of the Company can: (a) make or mo< 
ntracts; (b) waive any rights or requirements of the Company; or (c) waive any information requested by the Company; and (3) except as provided in 
nditional Receipt, if issued, with the same number as this application, no insurance will take effect unless: (a) the policy is delivered to the Owner; (b) 
>t modal premium is paid; and (c) there has been no change since the date of this application in the Insurability of ail persons proposed for insuran 
cknowledge receipt otthe Notice to Proposed Insured. 
jnedat S O Jfeyoj, ^ L\ y\.- . . 1 9 ^ 
EXHIBIT 12 
LAMAR D. OR MAUREEN STEVENSON 
960 NORTH 1600 WEST 489-9317 
MAPLETON, UTAH 84663 
1232 7~-7—---•%& 97-32/1243 
V-1 
D r^ > v C^Lo^VW J-J*-^* ^Li^d, *>-o 
<^G~<+^ 3 - — ^ X - ^ ^ _ -^r^rao 
AU> Central Bank 
SPRINGVILLE OFFICE 
202 SOUTH MAIN • SPRINGVILLE, UTAH 8461 
- <& L\g*. UMc Q.C 
i". '. E U 3 Q Q 3 2 7i :U 1 3 7 1 3 ^ HW \^B i 
EXHIBIT 13 
•ysvartrAvi 
the Talbert corporation 
SURETY 80NDS ANO INSURANCE 
OENVER. COLORADO 
GRANO JUNCTION COLORADO 
CASPER. WYOMING 
SALT LAKH CITY, UTAH 
July 14, 1986 
tlr.'Lannar Stevenson 
Larmar D. .& Sons Construction 
960 North. 1600 West 
Mapleton, Colorado 84663 
Dear Mr. .Stevenson: 
Thank you tor the First Colony Life Insurance application 
for $500,000 of coverage, made payable to The Trust Agreemsnt 
dated 9-25-8L. However, due to your having a pilots license 
the conprray will require the enclosed aviation questionnaire. 
Please complete all circled questions and sign as proposed 
insured where indicated on side two. 
An self-addressed envelope has been provided for the return 
of the questionnaire at your earliest convenience. Should 
you have any questions please contact Norman Close or myself. 
Ihank you. 
yours very truly, 
Christine Fresquez 
Recount Assistant 
P.O. BOX 9364, DENVER, COLORADO 80209, AREA CODE 303/839-1773 
EXHIBIT 14 
t-J'irsr (olontfjme Insurance (ojnpany 
LYNCM»u«Q. V1«G»V\A lAfiOtt 
AVIATION AND/OR HAZARDOUS ACTIVITY QUESTIONNAIRE 
(Please Print) 
Name of Proposed insured- / .^n\nr -h *'! J iociai Security No. ^ ? -v? ~\'l*b% 
1. Schedule oi flying rime HOWM 41 
Pilot or Coo, Pjjienae'' ex Crew Memotr 
Type of Flying 
COMMERCIAL (f ly ing for pay) 
Scheduled Dassenger airl ine 
Employer owned aircraft 
for emoioyee transportation 
Other f re ight carrying or passenger service 
Crop dust ing or aerial spraying 
Student instruction 
Other (describe below) 
NON-COMMERCIAL (not f ly ing for pay) 
Pleasure 
Personal business transportation 
Instruction as student 
Other (describe below) 
MILITARY _ 
Contemoi*i«d 
N*«» 12 Month* 
^ 
<; r 
p*»» 
12 Months 
\ 
I )5 
1 /< ; 
i 
i 
1 
Or*# to 'wa 
^e*ri Aqo ; 
i ! 
i ; 
1 i 
! » 
i ! 
! j r s | 
» ^ i 
1 " ! 
1 1 
i i 
Contemoultd 
Nexr 12 Moothi t 2 ,Mooth» 
Ont to Twoj 
I j 
! ! I 
l 1 1 
I 
1 i 
1 1 
/•' 2. Total number of hours 3.^>fave you ever had an aircraft accident, or been [ ^ f e s If "Yes," give ful l details 
' — ' f l own as a pilot? J * Q O grounded, f ined or reprimanded for violation of _ . rjcTAILS 
^ air regulations? —^' ° i n |°_ 
4. Have you f l o w n , or do you intend to f ly: (i) a orototype, experimental or [ j Yes (ii) a rotorcraft, Q Yes 
" (If "Yes," give deiaiis in DETAILS section.) personally built or assembled bal loon, or ^ ^ . 
.__ aircraft? G M ^ o gl ider? £>*7o 
5. Comoiefe ouesnons 5a to bk w i th respect to CIVILIAN f lvmg. 
*—""' a. What type of certificate or Q Student If "Stuoent." when did you first ootain a Student Pilot's Certificate? 
license do you now have? [ ^ P r i v a t e G Commercial Q ATR • Other (specify) A/?a_r. j9Tr^ 
month year 
b. Oo you have an Instrument Flight Rating (IFR)? [ j Yes 
c. What other ratings do you have? 
d. Class of FAA medical certif icate held? e. Date of la*t FAA medicai examination? 
month 
f. Does your FAA medical certificate specify any operational l imitation or Q Yes If "Yes." give ful l details 
any l imit on durat ion? G N ° i n DETAILS section. 
g. What percentage of your f ly ing time is w i th a qual i f ied copilot? 
h. What percentage of your f l y ing t ime is (i) on single-engine plane? % (ii) on multi-engine plane 
i. Have you f l o w n , or do you intend to f ly outside Q Yes 
the United States? G N ° 
If "Yes," g ive details in DETAILS section. 
j . If not a p i lo t , specify capacity in which you f ly , e .g . , passenger, photograoher. 
k. Have you engaged in or do you contemplate engaging in any type Q Yes If "Yes," g ive ful l 
o f f l y i ng not indicated above? • No details in DETAILS section. 
/ 6. Complete questions 6a to 6f w i t h respect to MILITARY f ly ing . 
v^ _ ^ . a . To what mi l i tary organizat ion b. Date of 
do you belong? j \ j o w ^ . last f l ight 
month year 
c in what type of aircraft do you f ly? 
(Specify alphabetic and numeric code and give br ief 
descript ion, e.g., B-58 supersonic jet bomber) 
d. How long have you be«n f l y ing in this type of aircraft? 
(If less than one year, also specify aircraft previously f lown.) 
e. Do you ever f l y f r om Q Yes 
an aircraft carrier? Q No 
f. If not a pi lot, specify capacity in 
which you f ly , e.g., navigator. 
SECTION I I - S K Y DIVING 
1. Do you belong to a c lub af f i l iated w i th the United p
 v p N o | f .y .. N a m e > ! o c a t l o n 
States Parachute Association? L J •— ' * 
2. How long have you been.-sky d iv ing? 3. Number of jumps: 
a. last 12 months b. one to two years ago 
4. Do you take part in exhib i t ions or competit ions? G Yes Q No If "Yes." give details in DETAILS section. 
5. Do you receive remunerat ion for sky d iv ing activity? f ] Yes Q No If "Yes." give details in DETAILS section. 
6. Are you an airplane pi lot or do you intend to become one? Q Yes Q No 
If "Yes," complete Section I—Aviation. 
7. Have you ever had a skv d iv ing accident? G Y e s C No l f "Yes." give fui l details >n DETAILS section. 
Form No. FCL-JOOO 
(over) 
EXHIBIT 15 
%i^^^/irst (donijjife Insurance (ompany 
HOME OFFICE 
P O S O X 1 2 8 0 • 7 0 0 M A I N S T R E E T • L Y N C H B U R G V I R G I N I A 2 4 3 0 3 • T E L E P H O N E ( 8 0 4 ) 8 4 3 0 9 1 1 
CLAIMS DEPARTMENT 
November 19, 1986 
Roger Fleiss 
Talbert Corp, 
Suite 401 
205 West 900 Soutn 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84101 
Re: Lamar Stevensen 
Dear Roger; 
As I told you over the phone, we need complete derails regarding the 
application on Lamar Stevensen. Please provide the following information:• 
lf When and how was the initial contact made with Mr. Stevensen? Who 
initiated the contact? t~>Yxb^"b -Cot^i 0€^-Sftr\ONi - \2-X- -^Oc-^ 
2. When and where was the application taken^ who was present? ovJVC-UcOyA 
Was Part I of the application completed in Mr, Stevensen*s presence? V^c 
3 Did you ask Mr, Stevensen all of the questions on the Part II M; 
Non-medical? Did you record all answers as given by Mr, Stevensen? *V 
Did Mr. Stevensen sign the application Part I and Part II Non-medical 
in your presence? ^ 
.4, What was the amount of insurance on question 7 (Plan and Amount) 
when Mr. Stevensen signed the application? Who changed the amount \ € D 
T> of insurance on question 7? When and why was it changed? Was ~\\l\ v ^ 
Mr, Stevensen present, or was he informed of the change? (copy 
of application attached} \ W ^ f t ^ 3^^<2**>£=Ci o t C V ^ f c ^ 
5. Did Mr, Stevensen pay the premium on the date the application was ^^zT^ 
taken? If not, what date was the premium paid? Who collected the 
premium? Was Mr, Stevensen given the conditional receipt? What was 
he told about the conditional receipt? 
6. Did you schedule Mr, Stevensen for the insurance exam? When did 
you make the arrangements? f^cvJ\3*c^ L ^ s^&e. P^0^Ao<^cN\€tO-rS - £ £2eSQu 
7. When were you notified that First Colony had declined the application?/ 
How were you notified? Q \ _
 t ^ £>/rut. 
iti .'
jFfrst ColonjJk 
INSURANCE COMPANY 
Roger Fleiss 
Page 2 
November 19, 1986
 n _ . ^  
8. When did you notify Mr* Stevensen that First Colony had declined? &A~~-
^ How did you notify Mr, Stevensen? What was said about the premium £WL 
refund either by you or Mr, or Mrs. Stevensen? i2££^^& WTXjCv^'L 
9t Did Mr, Stevensen apply for coverage to another company after 
First Colony declined, name of company and amount applied'for, 
Did the application show First Colony Life had declined coverage? V ^ S 
Was the application submitted to the other company? V ^ ^ 
As you can see, Roger, we need a complete chronological history of everything 
that transpired in connection*with the application, Alspr please Federal 
Express a copy of your complete file to us, 
We appreciate your cooperation and assistance, 
Sincerely, 
Doris L. Caldwell, CLU, FLMI, ALHC 
Manager 
DLC/ndb 
OtrO 
EXHIBIT 16 
A 
the Talbert corporation 
SURETY BONDS AND INSURANCE 
DENVER. COLORADO 
GRAND JUNCTION. COLORADO 
CASPER, WYOMING 
SALT LAKE CITY, UTAH 
August 28, 1986 
Mr. Roger Fleiss 
The Talbert Corporation 
205 West 700 South 
Salt lake City, Utah 84101 
Dear Roger: 
Norm requested I send you the enclosed life insurance illustrations 
for the proposed insured Lamar Stevenson, 
The first three are from First Colony Life One, universal life 
product that First Colony will offer to Mr. Stevenson in place 
of the term product they have declined. The illustration show 
three different premium amounts for $500,000 of death benefit 
coverage. 
The fourth illustration is from Bankers Life. This is a one year 
term product, with an increasing premium amount for the $500,000 
of death benefit coverage. 
Please review and contact our office with any questions or if 
we can assist with the underwriting or placement of this case. 
Yours very truly, 
Chrisitne Fresque 
Account Assistant 
Enclosure 
P.S. I hope you had a nice vacation, Welcome Back! 
P.O. BOX 9364, DENVER, COLORADO 80209. AREA CODE 303/839-1773 
EXHIBIT 17 
the Talbert corporation 
SURETY BONDS AND INSURANCE 
DENVER COLORADO 
GRAND JUNCTION COLORADO 
CASPER WYOMING 
SALT LAKE CITY, UTAH 
Cecerher 3, 1986 
Ms. I tureen Stevenson 
960 North 1600 West 
Mapleton, Utah 84663 
Dear Maureen: 
Boger has informed us here about Lamar and we too extend our 
sympathy to you and your family. 
First Golony Life Insurance Conpany through its local representatives, 
United Underwriters/ have sent the enclosed check for $410.00 on the 
application they had declined coverage for prior to the applicaticn 
to The Bankers Life for coverage and the accident. Please leu Fcger 
know if we can be of service to you in anyway and, agam, our syrpathy 
to you and your family. 
B£s^> regards, 
Norman R. Close 
Vi'rp Prps i d ^ n t 
NRZicf 
cc: Roaer Fleiss 
Mb f 
PO BOX 9364, DENVER. COLORAOO 80209. AREA CODE 303/839-1773 
J. SALT LAKE OTY / PORTLAND / DENVER /SEATTLE / PHOENfX / MODESTO- j " « * 
ir>i--*w *-y. 
'^^^^^^WMWO^^^^^^^^^^^^ 
;—^^TD THE ORDER Q F . ^ g f r ^ S 
_•« * » •„-.«-» 
Maureen Stevenson 
• i r ^ c ^ : - , ..^L-T* r.ir^L.-£2r.- t^PIONEER BANK 
" T ' •"" ' * "/./'r^--'. w r^c'.V^'rP - 151 SOUTH MAW -'"-'"- -*-•- — - • •>• 
~r~r l *-^r:- ^rr^^c-r. ~;J?™:/~$*iJ LAKE CITY, UTAH 84HI ^ , j ^ ^ ; 
• • ^ v 
u-ooosi^qii1 i : i s u o o a 
REMITTANCE ADVICE UNrTED UNDERWRfTERS AGENCIES 
HOME OFnCE: SALT LAKE OTY. UTAH 
11-28-86 FC 
Refund of Pronium on LaMar Stevenson 
DETACH BEFORE DEPOSITING 
05139 
GENERAL AGENT FOR LIFE & HEALTH INSURANCE 
MAILING CERTIFICATE 
I hereby certify that I mailed a true and correct copy of the foregoing, postage 
prepaid, this Cy^rA day of September, 1990, to the following: 
Denton M. Hatch, Esq. 
175 South West Temple #510 
Salt Lake City, UT 84101 
D. Gary Christian, Esq. 
175 East 400 South #330 
Salt Lake City, UT 84111 
